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General introduction

The role local governments (municipalities) play in designing, financing and administering social
security is often neglected or strongly underestimated. International comparative research has
paid attention to differences in national schemes covering unemployment, disablement, minimum
income protection etc.', but has paid little attention to the relative roles central, regional and
local governments play2. In the field of providing financial support to low income households,
a part of social security where the role of local government has a long historical tradition3, only
recently (in the 1991 and 1992 EC's reports on social exclusion') information is presented
about the relative role central, regional and local governments play, within the separate EC
countries, in the provision of such financial support. However, the reports do contain very little
information on the activities of local authorities which are not part of some central national
arrangement, and no attempt has (yet) been made to compare the relative role local governments
play in the different countries.

This paper aims to offer an insight into both topics: local income assistance policies, and the
role of local government, relative to that of regional and central governement, in the provision
of financial support to low income households in eleven European countries.
The first issue, the presence and contents of local income assistance policies, cannot be dealt
with in depth for all countries considered because of large variations, not only between
countries, but also within countries. The first part of this paper offers such in depth information
only for the Dutch case, for which information was most easily available to the authors. By

See a.o. Flora (1986-1990), Esping-Andersen (1990).
2
3

a

An ezception is the Issa-study (1986) on administrative decentralisation of national social security schemes.
See a.o. the compaiative atudies of Rcebroek (1993), Van Damme (1990), De Swaan (1989).
See Room et al. (1991) and Room et al. (1992).
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elaborating on the origins, contents, performance and national context of Dutch local income
assistance policies, we will automatically discuss the most relevant topics and questions relating
to such policies.
In the second part we further explore the role of local government in the provision of financial
support to low income households in eleven European countries. Firstly, we shall describe and
compare the role local government plays in the countries' systems of minimum income
protection. And secondly, we will give an inventory of local income assistance schemes which
are additional to these systems, and which are comparable to the Dutch local schemes presented
in the first part.

2

Part I

DUTCH LOCAL INCOME ASSISTANCE POLICIES

Introduction

In the mid 1980s the first Dutch (bigger) cities brought back to life already existing but nearly
forgotten local assistance schemes for households on the lowest incomes. They also called into
existence new schemes, integrating old and new into comprehensive and coherent 'local income
assistance policy'-plans. Soon they were followed by many other Dutch municipalities, so that
in the beginning of the 1990s hardly any Dutch town or village had not at least produced an
extensive discussion paper on the question whether, to what extent and in what way the local
authority should help households on low incomes financially, and most of them actually
implemented concrete policies.
This extensive preoccupation of Dutch local authorities with the financial circumstances of their
inhabitants must be rather incomprehensible for those who are acquainted with the character of
the Dutch national social security system, which, in an international context, is known as being
generous and all-encompassingS. Central to the Dutch national system are a set of contributory,
non-means-tested and earnings-related schemes covering unemployment, sickness and disability
(the so-called workers' insurances). Next to these there is a set of contributory, non-meanstested schemes paying flat-rate benefits on the level of the 'social minimum', covering for old
age (pensions) and death (widow(er)s and orphans pensions). These so-called 'peoples'
insurances' cover not only the working population, as the workers' insurances do, but all Dutch
inhabitants. For all those without income, or with incomes below the social minimum, who are
not eligible to any of the afore-mentioned insurances, the national scheme of general social
assistance (Algemene Bijstandswet) is present as a safety-net, providing income at or supplementing income to the level of the social minimum.b
Every Dutch citizen, then, is garantueed an income from national schemes, which is at least at
the level of the social minimum; still municipalities have found it necessary to develop their

s
6

See among others Flora (1986-90), Cn~ig (19926).
General social asaiatance is the central Dutch minimum income pmtection scheme. The right to the benefit is
guan3nteed by the central government, the acheme is financed by central (90010) a.nd local govemment (104b)
and is administered by the latter.
The Dutch 'social minimum' is an income at subaistence level which equals 1004fi of the legally prescribed
minimum wage for fulltime workers in the case of two adults living together (mamed or unmarried, with or
without children), the social minimum equsls 904b of the minimum wage in the case of single parenta ( irreapective of the number of children), and it equsls 7046 of the minimum wage in the case of ainglea. The
corresponding net amounta in Dutch guilders are f 1760,-, f 1584,- and f 1232,- a month in 1993. These
smounts a.re ezcluaive of the holiday-supplement of 8 0lo payed annually in May.
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own income assistance policies. In this part of the paper we shall digress on these local policies.
We go into the origins of their existence, we shall describe their contents and their distribution
over Dutch municipalities, discuss the reactions of the central government to these policies, and
we shall evaluate their general efficiency and effectiveness. The part ends with a view of the
future of Dutch local income assistance policies.

L1

The origins of Dutch local income assistance policies

The reason why Dutch municipalities expanded existing, and developing new, local income
assistance policies in the 1980s is related to the global economic crisis of the late 1970s-early
1980s. It is this crisis which resulted, on the one hand, in a fast growing number of households
on minimum incomes (i.e. incomes at the level of the social minimum) and, on the other hand,
in fast growing financial problems of these households. Dutch municipalities were the first to
be confronted with the resulting social problems, and they interpreted these problems as
stemming to a large extent from failing and contraproductive reactions of central government
to the crisis. When the first poverty-reports were published in the mid-1980s, showing the
problems in depth and in breadth, the step to developing local income assistance policies was
in many cities easily made.
Let us look at the different elements of this story in more detail.

A growing number of low-income households'
The basic cause of the growing number of low-income households in the early 1980s is the
rapid growth in unemployment which took place as a result of the economic crisis. The
unemployment rate doubled from 6~0 of the total labour force in 1980 (320.000 persons) to
12lo in 1985 (630.000 persons)S (returning to 63'o in 19909 helped by a re-definition of the
official unemployment rate). In itself the growing number of unemployed did not have to lead
to a rapidly growing number of households on low(est) incomes because benefits from Dutch
unemployment insurance were (and still are) earnings-related. Crucial for the early 1980s was,
however, that many of the unemployed were not eligible for unemployment insurance. They had
to rely instead on means-tested unemployment assistance, which only supplements to the level
of the social minimum. This was the case for the young unemployed (who made up 4710 of the
unemployed in 1980, 38 ~o in 1985 and 33 qo in 1987), and for the long-term unemployed (who

In many Weatern European countries similar developments as those described here took place. See for a detailed
discuasion of these international trends Van Oorschot and Schell (1991).
S

OECD Labor Force Statistics 1966-1986.

9

ILO Year Book of Labor Statistica 1991.
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made up 219é; of the unemployed in 1980, 54R'o in 1985 and 499'o in 1988).'o Ultimately the
number of unemployed dependent on unemployment asssistance (RWWj rose from 80.000 in
1980 to 392.000 in 1985 and it diminished somewhat to 375.000 in 1990."
From the mid-1980s, when unemployment stazted to decrease, the number of households on
low(est) incomes did not decrease simultanevusly. Firstly, because it was mainly short-term
unemployment which decreased, while the number of long-term unemployed remained very
high. Secondly, because of a range of policy measures taken by the central government in the
field of social security, which may be mazked as starting a shift in the Dutch social security
system 'from insurance to assistance'.'2 From the early 1980s until 1987 the accessibility of
the Dutch insurance schemes covering unemployment and disability was seriously decreased by
shazpening the eligibility criteria on required working hours and length of previous work spells.
In 1985-86 the earnings replacement ratios of these insurance schemes were decreased from
809o to 709. Both measures resulted in households of (new) unemployed, sick and disabled
disposing of much lower incomes on average. For instance, in 1980 32 ~ of disablement
insurance benefits were at the level of the social minimum, rising to 45~o in 1990. For the
unemployment insurance benefit these figures aze 10! and 34qo respectively." Another result
was that unemployed and disabled people became dependent eazlier and for lazger parts of their
income on social assistance or on the newly introduced means-tested supplement to low
insurance benefits, thus having only the lowest possible income. From the mid-1980s these
measures were particularly siginificant for the disabled, whose numbers rose from 600.000 in
1980 to neazly 800.000 in 1990." Another significant development was the growing number
of one-pazent families, the majority of whose households have a female, unemployed head
dependent on social assistance, and thus live on the social minimum. In 1971 only 195.000 oneparent families existed in The Netherlands, whose number increased to 262.000 in 1984,
310.000 in 1987 and nearly 400.000 in 1989.15

Although this information shows that the number of households on low(est) incomes has
increased shazply during the 1980s, an exact estimation of this number is very hazd to obtain.
lo

Eurostat, Employment and Unemployment, 1983, 1988.

11

Financièle Nota Sociale Zekerheid 1992 and Nota Inkomenabeleid 1990, Ministry of Social Affairs and
Employment.

1z

See in more detail Van Oorschot and Schell (1991). Thia ahift has not ended yet in the early 1990s. Only
recently parliamant decided to cut back seriously on disability benefits, and the means-test will be introduced
in the fortcoming restructuring of the widow(er)s and orphana pensions.

13

la

15

Calculations on Financièle Nota Sociale Zekerheid (pp. 120) and Nota Inkomenabeleid 1990 (pp. 10), Ministry
of Socíel Affairs and Employment.
Financièle Nota Sociale Zekerheid 1992 and Nota Inkomensbeleid 1990, Miniatry of Social Affairs and
Employment.
1971 figure (Boos 1987), 1984 and 1987 figures (Nota Inkomensbeleid 1991, Ministery of Social Affairs and
Employment) and 1989 figure (CBS 1991a).
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This is because the fact that a person receives a benefit on the level of the social minimum, does
not imply that the household to which the person belongs has only a minimum income. In the
case of a non-means-tested minimum benefit, the benefit may be supplemented by other income
sources of the person or of other household members. And although the Dutch assistance
scheme fully takes the income of the partner into account, only small parts of the incomes of
dependent children are accounted for. So, even in the case of an assistance benefit the total
household income may exceed the level of the social minimum. For the years after 1984 it is
not known what proportion of people receiving a certain benefit on the minimum level is a
member of a household in which that benefit is the only source of income. The latest figures
for the year 1984 show that 109'0 of the households of elderly peaple receiving an old age
pension (AOW) only had this minimum pension, 89'0 of the households of the disabled only had
a disablement insurance benefit (WAO~AAW) on the minimum level, this was lOlo for the
households receiving an insurance unemployment benefit (Wt~, 72~0 of the households
receiving means-tested unemployment assistance (RWt~ had only the minimum income, and
89~0 of the households receiving general assistance (ABW). In 1981 these figures were 7~0, 4qo,
9 q, 46 ~o and 71 ~o respectively, showing in each case a worsening of the situation from 1981
to 1984.16
The figures perhaps showing best what developments in the number of low-income households
were perceived and experienced by the Dutch municipalities are the numbers of households
dependent on social assistance (a scheme which is administered by the local authorities). This
number was 197.000 households in 1980, 575.000 in 1985 and 555.000 in 1990." To these
figures must be added the significant and increased, but not exactly known, numbers of
households with only one minimum income from work or from other benefits (the elderly,
unemployed, disabled).

The financial circumstances of the low income households
In the 1970s benefits on the minimum level (old age pensions, widow(er)s and orphans pensions
and social assistance) were directly related to the level of the minimum wage in a 1 to 1 ratio,
which minimum wage was in turn related to a wage-development index. In this way low
incomes from work or benefit followed the development in general prosperity. In 1981 these
coupling mechanisms were legally formalised in the Adjustments Mechanisms Act (WAM; Wet
Aanpassings Mechanismen). Due to the economic recession, however, the WAM was not, or
only partly, applied in the subsequent years of the 1980s. From 1981 until 1983 minimum wage
and minimum benefits increased somewhat, but not by the full amount required according to
the WAM, implying that minimum levels stayed behind the general wage development. In 1984
the minimum wage and the minimum benefits were even decreased by 3 9'o and frozen on that
level until 1990. Although, from 1981 to 1987,the central government introduced an annual

16

Theunen (1993).

17

Sociale Nota 1993.
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lump-sum benefit of about f 500,- for households being on the level of the social minimum, and
later only for household who received the benefit the previous year (WEU.~ Wet Eenmalige
Uitkering), the level of minimum benefits and minimum wages ultimately lagged some 1490
behind the level required by a full application of the WAM-index. Not only did the households
on low incomes lag behind general prosperity in this way. But because of rising rents and public
transport costs, decreasing rent subsidy'g and the introduction of contributions to the costs of
medical treatment for the lower incomes, the purchasing power of the households on low
incomes actually diminished sharply.19 It is estimated that on average the fall in purchasingpower was 9lo for all households on minimum incomes in the period between 1979 and
1987.~ For the elderly who only ha a pension on the level of the social minimum it was 12~0
in the period 1981-1985.21
The consequences of these developments for the households on low incomes became very cleaz
in the reports on poverty, several of which were published in the course of the 1980s.n Most
influential among these reports were those published by the Department of Social Affairs of the
city of Rotterdam.~ The first reported on a research about the incomes and expenses of low
income families carried out in 10 different Dutch municipalities, and showed as central figures
that about half of those households were in serious debt and that on average 60 lo of the income
had to be spent on fixed costs (rent, water, energy, school for children, insurances, debts),
leaving hardly any room for normal clothing and food. The second report was on a repeated
reseazch in 27 Dutch municipalities three yeazs later, showing that the situation for low income
families had only worsened. It became clear especially that low income families in the meantime
had disposed of all 'luxuries' (like telephone, newspapers, membership of sports- and social
clubs, public transport), resulting in what was called nearly complete 'social and cultural
isolation'.

It is to these developments of the increased number of low income families and their worsened
financial situation resulting in social isolation, that all policy plans on local income assistance

18

See among others Konsumenten Kontakt (1986).

19

Bn3ams and Klooaterrnan (1988).

zo

Van Dijk (1989).

u

Nota Sociale Zekerfieid 1992, Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment.

n

See among others: Oude Engberink 1984 and 1987, Schortinghuis-Sprangers and Van Raay 1985, Berghman
et al. 1988a and b, Engbersen and Van der Veen 1987, Woldring et al. 1987, Bn~nd 1989, Breams and
Kloostemian 1988, Gooasens and De Vos 1990. These poverty reports all bear on cross-sectional research
designs. Dirven and Berghmen (1991) report on the results of a longitudinal atudy. Their conclusiona with
rcgard to the ovenill level of poverty in the Netherlands did not differ from the general conclusions ftnm the
other studiea, but they ahowed that about two-thirds of the poor households in their survey had poverty periods
of maximally three yeats, i.e. only about one-third of the povefty in the Netherlands seems to be atnictural.

zs

See: Oude Engberink (1984 and 1987).
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refer, be it with variations in tone and detail.~ Also, all express as a starting-point that the
municipality has a responsibility of its own for the well-being of its inhabitants, a responsibility
which has to manifest itself in concrete measures in times when the central government is
believed to be failing. The goals of these measures were to facilitate low income households in
making their ends meet and to stimulate them to take part (again) in social and cultural
activities. In the next section we shall describe what kind of concrete policies resulted, and to
what extent.

I.2 The contents of Dutch local income assistance policies

An important first remark should be that there are many variations between municipalities in
the way they have implemented their care for the well-being of their inhabitants. The autonomy
of local authorities, their different (and varying) political compositions and the differences in
size and composition of their populations all account for this variation. Nevertheless, general
trends with regard to the choice of target groups and types of intrument can be distinguished.

Target groups
Generally, the groups of inhabitants to which local income assistance measures are directed are
defined very broadly, e.g. as 'all households who only have a disposable income on the
minimum level' (Nijmegen 1990), 'all households receiving a benefit (nearly) on the level of
the social minimum, and all elderly people having only a minimum pension and experiencing
high costs of living' (Den Haag 1987), or 'all inhabitants who have too few means to cover
their expenses' (Arnhem 1989) or 'all households with an income on or below 110~a of the
social minimum' (Maastricht: in Tersmette 1989). What all such rather broad definitions have
in common are two not unimportant issues. Firstly, not only the households receiving meanstested social assistance belong to the general target groups, but all households on low incomes,
irrespective of the source of income, and secondly, most of the municipalities defined 'low

It ahould be noted that at the end of the 1980s also the central government ieacted to theae developments by way
of ita so-called 'Social Renewal' policy (a policy concept borrowed from initatives of the city of Rotterdam).
Thia policy was also a reaction to other phenomena like growing juvenile crime, the deteriotstion of neighbourhooda, the social isolation of the elderly, high unemployment among ethnic minorities, etc. Social renewal aimed
primarily at increeaing the quality of life of low income familiea (by means of a range of activitiea such as e.g.
city-renewal-projects, safety-on-the-street-projects, community-care-projecta etc.), and of decreasing welfa.redependency in general (mainly by offering achooling- and employment programmea). The policy was introduced
by the central government, but had to be implemented on the loweat poasible local level. On that level eziating
bureaucratic atnicturea ahould be broken down, new co-operation linea between services and inatitutions should
be developed, all to enaure that the aocial problema could be tackled in their totality. The policy was preaented
as the flag-ahip of the central govemment's general decentralisation policy. Although at the moment in the
bigger municipalities activities are atill undeftaken in the contezt of social renewal, the general story is that the
policy did not aucceed. The main reeaons are ita very broad and all-encompeasing goals and the refractorinesa
of ezisting bureaucracies. Nowadaya social renewal ia hardly a topic anymore in national politics, although
decentnalisation goes on (see I.5 in the main tezt). Practical ezperiencea led to more down-to-earth aims.
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income' as a matter of low 'disposable' income. This implies that it is not only the level of
income which is regarded as being relevant for policy, but also expenses, and ultimately the net
balance between the two. In the policy plans this option is generally justified with reference to
the outcomes of the second poverty report of Rotterdam (see Oude Engberink 1987), which
made clear that fixed costs took up large parts of the available total income, and that it was not
the low income sec which led to social isolation, but the low disposable income. Defining target
groups on the basis of disposable income practically means that also households with net
incomes above the level of the social minimum, but with high expenses, belong to the target
group of the local income assistance policies. The result of this in many cases was that such
policies are actually directed at very large parts of the population. For instance, in the city of
Nijmegen the total target group of the combined measures was estimated at 38~0 of all
households (Nijmegen 1988). And in the city of Rotterdam 193'0 of all households of the elderly
only had an income at the level of the social minimum, while 54~0 of the households of the
elderly were eligible for at least one of the different measures that were part of the local income
assistance policy.u
Although municipalities defined the target groups they envisaged for the totality of their income
assistance measures very broadly, the specific schemes that were developed to implement the
general goals (of facilitating low income households to make ends meet and of stimulating them
to take part in social and cultural acivities) all defined their own separate sub-groups of
eligibles. Not only because some schemes were directed at very specific types of cost only
present within sub-groups (such as costs for special needs, homecare for the elderly, training
costs for the unempioyed, and the like), but mainly because the development and
implementation of concrete measures was generally delegated to the different municipal services
who, typically, nearly always developed their own separate means-test, leading to wide
variations in the proportions of the low income populations covered by the different schemes.
For instance, in Rotterdam the municipal social service, in the adjudication of assistance for
special needs, applies a(nationally prescribed) test on the 'financial capacity' of households, a
test which is very different from the one applied by the municipal tax offce in exempting
households from some municipal taxes, which in turn was very different from the test on
'capacity to pay' applied by the national tax office who (strange to say) administered the
exemption of municipal estate taxes. Within the population of Rotterdam's social assistance
beneficiairies this led to the fact that in 1990 some 25R'o of them belonged to the target group
of special assistance, 35 ~ belonged to the target group of exemption from local estate taxes and
nearly 9096 belonged to the target group of exemption from other municipal taxes.~ In the city
of Nijmegen, with its own means-tests in comparable schemes, these figures were 193~, 293'0
and 50~ in 1992 respectively, also within the population of social assistance beneficiairies.~

Van Oorachot and Smolenaars (1993e).

w
27

Van Oorschot (1992).
Van Ootschot and Smolenears (19936).
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These diverging target groups of the different schemes make it very difficult for local authorities
to assess whether and to what extent their initial goals for the totality of the population of low
income households are met, and for the citizens to comprehend local income assistance policies
and measures.
Instruments
The schemes developed by local authorities aze as vazied as the needs of households on low
incomes. In broad outline, however, two types of indirect and direct assistance policy can be
distinguished. The first consists mainly of ineasures promoting advice and information given
to citizens, by carrying out welfaze rights campaigns, installing welfare rights officers andlor
budget advice centres, and the like. But also measures taken to help people with the settlement
of their debts, mainly by means of municipal credit banks and special programmes developed
by municipal social services, or municipal job-provision-schemes belong to this type. The direct
assistance policies, which form the core of local income assistance, offer direct financial support
to low income households. Generally, three types are distinguished: special assistance, local
funds and tax exemption schemes.~ In the rest of this paper we focus on these direct
policies.~

- Special assistance
Special assistance (Bijzondere Bijstanc~ is a national scheme, administered by municipalities,
and as such it is a part of the General Social Assistance Act (Algemene Bijstandswet).~ While
general assistance provides for the 'normal and regular' costs of living by means of a monthly
benefit on the level of the social minimum, special assistance provides grants (sometimes loans)
for people with a low 'financial capacity' (i.e. with a low net balance between income and some
fixed expenses) who experience certain extra-ordinary or special, but inevitable costs. The

Theunen (1993).
29

30

Debt settlement progn;mmes and instruments are an important part of local income assiatance policiea. We do
not pay atiention to auch policiea here, however, for two reasona. The history of Dutch local debt aettlement
(e.g. the eziatence of municipal credit banks) is not as atrvngly related ezclusively to the socio-economic
developments in the 1980s as diacueaed in the main tezt, and geneTally the municipal activities in the field are
highly intertwined with other profit and non-profit inatitutiona ( commercial banlce, social work, budget advice
centres, and the like). See Tester ( 1987) and Cn~ig (199`.~.b) for thorough reviews in Engliah of the Dutch social
lending and debt aetilement syatem(s).
Before the decentralisation of Special Asaistance in 1991 (see on this the main tezt later on) the scheme was
fvianced aimilar to Geneial Asaiatance: 90ob centisl and IORb local government. After the decentralisation
municipalities annually receive a fized budget from central government. Eztra ezpenaes for speciel asaiatance
above thia budget are for account of the municipalitiea.
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special assistance scheme, which much resembles e.g. the British Social Fund31, is national in
the sense that municipalities are obliged by the central government to offer citizens the possibility of special assistance, 90~ of the scheme is paid for by the central government and the
calculation rules regarding the assessment of citizens' 'financial capacity' are nationally and
uniformly prescribed. Nevertheless the scheme is reckoned among local income assistance
policies because municipalities are fully free to decide which types of cost, and to what
maximum amounts, they will regard as 'special'. This means that municipalities are free to
interpret their obligation to offer special assistance very generously or very narrowly. In the
course of the 1980s many local authorities expanded their local list of special costs (and many
carried out corresponding information campaigns), but large differences between municipalities
remained. Table I.2.1 shows what kind of costs may be met by special assistance, and it also
shows the variety between municipalities.
The table shows that most municipalities cover costs related to health-problems, and only a
minority covers costs related to social contacts and social participation.
The variation between municipalities manifests itself also in the finding of Kroon 1989) that in
1988 some municipalities spent on average only a few dimes per inhabitant on special
assistance, while others spent about 30 guilders per inhabitant.32 Neither Van Dijk 1989), nor
Kroon 1989), found in their surveys among municipalities clear explanations for the differences
in special assistance generosity. The number of inhabitants, the region or the political
composition of the city councils did not relate to it.

31

The Dutch Special Aasistance acheme, however, ia more generous, among other things because, unlike the
British Social Fund, moat support is given in the form of gnints, inatead of loana. A aecond main difference is
that Dutch Special Assistance is administen:d by the local authoritiea, while the British Social Fund is
administercd by offices of the Department of Social Security. (See on the difference between the two schemes:
Craig 1992s).
The description of Special Asaistance in this paragraph relatea to the period of the late 1980s. The acheme was
restructured in 1991. The main change was that from then on the scheme was financed with a fized yearly
budget, putting a atrain on municipalities, which have to decide which special costs are to be given priotity. See
also L3 in the main tezt.

32

Of course such differences are paftly related to the composition of the population of inhabitants, and to the
corresponding needa, but from Kroon it becomes clear that differences in money apent do relate to the content
of the municipalities' lists of apeeial costs.
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Table I.2.1
Tbe percentage of Dutch municipalities offeriag Special Assistance for specified costs

- medical ezpedients

9'~

- contributiona for medical costs

85

- special dieta

83

- eztra heating in case of illnesa

58

- meals for the elderly

26

- telephone

30

- public tn3naport

13

- training- or education costs

2

- childcare

3

(N - 307)
source: Van Dijk 1989

Although Special Assistance is a powerful instrument to meet exceptional needs of low income
families, the problems of these families were not limited to special costs. To be able to meet
daily costs, inclusive those for social and cultural participation, many municipalities constructed
funds apart from Special Assistance.33
- Municipal Funds
Municipal funds already existed before the explosive growth of the number of low income
famílies in the early 1980s, mainly in the field of education costs for children and the settlement
of debts. Such funds were expanded in the mid 1980s, and funds in other fields were added.
Because there is no national obligation to construct funds (as is the case with providing special
assistance) the presence of funds more strongly indicates the local authority's care for its
inhabitants. Funds are designed, financed and administered autonomously by the local
authorities.

In broad outline four types can be distinguished.

33

Which dces not mean that there is no overlap posaible between Specisl Asaistance and a municipal fund. For
inatance, the fund for 'contributions paid by the elderly and the handicapped' of the city of The Hague covers
costs which in other cities are on the list of special coata, and are therefore met in virtue of Special Asaistance
(Theunen 1993).
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1. Educational funds: covering schoolbooks for children, but also education-costs for
unemployed people who intend to improve their chances on the labour market.
2. Debt funds: funds from which families with serious debt problems are supported, and which
sometimes even take over their debt and exempt them from re-paying.
3. Exceptional needs funds: funds for costs in situations of distress, e.g. a forced removal, a
sudden death, birth of a child.
4. Reduction funds: funds from which reductions on prices for socio-cultural and sports
activities are paid.
The next table I.2.2 shows the distribution of funds over Dutch municipalities for the years
1988 and 1989.

Table 1.2.2

The percentage of Dutch municipalities with an income assistance fund by size of municipality for 1988 and 1989
1 40.000 inhabitants

c 40.000 inhabitants

Educational fund
Debtfund
Exceptional needs fund
Reduction fund

1988

1989

1988

1989

26

28

68

64

6

35

27

57

24

31

54

59

9

22

33

66

N-617

N-tíO

N-487

N-53

source: Kroon 1990

The table shows that in 1988 educational funds and exceptional needs funds were most common,
and that there were more of them present in bigger municipalities than in smaller ones.
Secondly, the percentages of municipalities with debt funds and reduction funds rose sharply
from 1988 to 1989, and again there are more of these funds in the bigger municipalities than
in the smaller ones. In 1989 the various funds exist in about half to two-thirds of the bigger
municipalities, and in about a quarter to one-third of all smaller municipalities.
In contrast to the degree of generosity in the administration Special Assistance, where no
relationship with size of municipality was found, these figures show that the instrument of
funds, which is fully a matter of local authority planning, financing and administration, is
applied more by bigger than by smaller communities. A similar relationship was found by
Bakens (1989) and Ravesteijn et al. (1989) in less comprehensive studies.
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- Tax Exemption Schemes
Dutch municipalities are funded partly from national taxes, partly from local taxes. It is with
regard to these local taxes that municipalities expanded their right to exempt low income
families from paying (part of) these taxes. Municipal taxes are levied mainly on (the size of)
dwellings (rented or owned), the so-called estate-tax. Next to this all municipalities levy for the
costs of sewerage, for removing garbage and cleaning waste water, and for the possession of
dogs. These levies are known as sewerage-tax, garbage-tax and dog-tax rspectively. The
amounts of taxes levied are all decided upon by the local authorities themselves (although there
are some limits set by the central government as to the maximum annual increase).
Until 1991 local authorities had delegated the administration of estate-tax to the national taxoffice, including the possibility of exempting low income families from paying (part) of the
levied tax. In deciding on exemption the national tax~ffice applied the strict and narrow rules
of the old Collecting Act (Invorderingswet) from 1845. The other local taxes were administered
by the local authority tax-offices, and in the exemption of (parts of) these taxes municipalities
applied much less strict and narrow rules, leading to a(sometimes very) generous exemption
policy. For instance, in 1990191 34! of Rotterdam's social assistance benificiairies were
entitled to an exemption from (part of) the estate-tax, following the narrow national tax-office's
rules, while 8710 of them were entitled to an exemption from (part of) the garbage-tax,
according to the local tax-offices' more generous policy.~` That exemption policies could vary
widely between municipalites is shown by the fact that for the levying year of 1991 in the city
of Nijmegen only SOqo of social assistance beneficiairies were eligible for a(partial) exemption
from garbage-tax.3s
From 1991 onwards the estate-tax is administered by the local authorities themselves and at the
same moment the municipalities were obliged by the central government to apply the strict and
narrow New Collecting Act of 1990 to all their taxes (and the exemption from (parts of) them)
This obligation is widely viewed as a move by the central government to limit the local
authorities' income assistance policies (see e.g. Vos 1991: a topic to which we shall return in
the next section), and it actually led to a sharp decrease in the number of eligible households.
For instance, while 87~ of Rotterdam's social assistance benificiairies were entitled to
exemption from garbage-tax in 1991 under the more generous local rules, this would only have
been 229b had the New Collecting Act be applied then.~ In the city of Nijmegen 619b of all
social assistance beneficiaires and 119'0 of all households of the elderly were entitled to an
exemption from either estate-tax, garbage-tax or dog-tax under the former more generous local

34

35

36

van Oorachot (1992).
Van Ootschot and Smolenaars (1993b). In the year 1991 the Rotterdam as well as the Nijmegen eatate-taz was
administered by the national taz-office, leading to similar proportions of eligibles for an ezemption among the
social assiatance beneficiairiea of both cities: 34~ and 29R6 reapectively.
Van Oorschot (1992).
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rules, while these figures would have been 24~o and 3.63'o respectively had the rules of the New
Collecting Act been applied.37

Table I.2.3 shows the percentage of Dutch municipalities implementing an exemption policy on
local taxes in 1989.

Table I.2.3

The percentage of Dutcó municipalities with an exemption poGcy with regard to local taxes, by size of
municipality (1989)
c 40.000 inhabitants

~ 40.000 inLabitants

Sewerage tax

67

71

Garbage tax

89

92

Dog tax

40

73

N - 386

N -48

soume: Kroon 1990

About two-thirds of both smaller and bigger Dutch municipalities have a scheme for the
exemption from (part of) local sewerage tax. Most widely spread are schemes for the exemption
from garbage tax (89 lo and 92 !). As for the exemption from dog-tax the table shows that this
kind of scheme exists less often in smaller municipalities than in bigger ones. The table further
shows that exemption schemes on local taxes are more widely spread than the local assistance
funds (see table I.2.2), among the bigger as well as among the smaller municipalities.
For the recent years in which local authorities applied the strict and narrow New Collecting Act
no figures are yet available.
After having described the instruments and their distribution over Dutch municipalities the
question remains about the relative role local income assistance policies play in offering social
security to Dutch citizens. A first remark should be that much variation in the presence and
contents of local income assistance policies exists, which implies that the relative role of local
policies in the total system of Dutch social security varies equally among municipalities. A
second remark is that local income assistance policies tend to change rather quickly, i.e. in
many municipalities local schemes are adjusted or restructured once every two to three years
depending on practical administrative experiences, on developments in the municipalities'
budgets, on changes in political priorities, etc. This means that a right to a local scheme, thus

37

Van Oorschot and Smolenaars (1993b and c).
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also the relative role of local policies in the total social security system, is not very stable.
Despite however this variation and instability, we believe that in general local income assistance
plays an important role for those who depent on an income at the level of the social minimum.
Although separate schemes may offer quite small benefits (as e.g. the Nijmegen Declaration
Fund which pays only 75 guilders per household-member annually for socio-cultural activities),
others can pay amounts up to even a few thousand guilders (as e.g. the Special Assistance
scheme, depending on the type of the special cost involved). T'he main point, however, is that
rights to different local schemes often cumulate within households on the lowest incomes. This
results in a cumulation of amounts one is entitled to, thus in a growing importance of the local
schemes as a whole. From take-up research in the cities of Nijmegen and Rotterdam38 it can
be estimated, for instance, that households of social assistance beneficiairies with a right to at
least one local scheme had on average cumulated rights of in total some 500 to 600 guilders
annually. For the low-income elderly in both cities cumulated rights on average amounted to
some 1000 guilders annually. These amounts are quite high when compared to the households'
incomes on the level of the social minimum (see note 2), and when one realizes that the eligible
households in most cases do not have any savings but debts instead.
In short, in the course of the 1980s Dutch municipalities developed local income assistance
policies, directed in first instance at broad target groups defined on the basis of a low disposable
income, leaving the concrete definition of ineans-tests to local services, what resulted in the
existence of many different concrete target groups, even within the municipalities. The
instruments applied consisted of indirect measures (advice, information, debt settlement), but
the core was formed by direct income assistance through Special Assistance, local funds, and
exemption schemes with regard to local taxes. All Dutch municipalities are obliged to offer
Special Assistance, although there is much variation in types of cost and amounts provided for;
by the end of the 1980s local assistance funds existed in about half to two-thirds of the bigger
municipalities, and in about a quarter to one-third of all smaller municipalities; and exemption
schemes existed in two-thirds to 9010 of all Dutch municipalities. Despite the variation in, and
instability of, rights to local schemes such schemes generally play an important role in offering
social security to households on the lowest incomes.

In the next section we shall go into the reaction of the central government to the local
authorities' activities.

I.3 The reaction of the central government

One should expect that the central government would only welcome local initiatives to alleviate
the financial situation of low income families, especially in a period in which it faced large

38

See Van Oorschot (1992), Van Oorschot and Smoleneats (1993s, b and c).
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budgetary problems (still) because of the economic crisis of the early 1980s. Contrary to this
the Dutch central government has shown a reluctant attitude towards local income assistance
policies from the beginning of the 1980s onwards. Throughout the years it has taken measures
which have set limits to local activities and their possible succes, although it has never forbidden
such activities categorically.
In the early 1980s the central government came into conflict with some (bigger) cities who, to
its opinion, were in many cases too generous in applying Special Assistance and in granting
exemption from local taxes. Decisions of municipalities in this field were overruled by the
central government in some of the most visible and extreme cases~. The reasons for these
interventions, and together with it central government's opinion on local income assistance
policies in general, were clarified in a so-called circular letter on the topic, which was send by
the Minister of the Interior to all Dutch municipalities and provinces in 1985.~ In this circular
the Minister states that to his view many Dutch municipalities have developed such a number
of assistance schemes, containing such generous rules, that the danger had become acute of
these policies undermining central, national income policy. This, plus the argument that the
strong variations in local policies led to an undesirable growing inequality in citizens' rights to
financial protection, were the central reasons for the Minister to order some guidelines with
respect to the different kind of schemes and their implementation. With regard to Special
Assistance he pointed out once again that municipalities should strictly follow the national
prescribed calculation rules for assessing each individual claimant's 'financial bearing power'.
As for the local funds and exemption schemes his opinion was that these kinds of local support
could be tolerated only if, and in so far, the 'principle of individualisation' was applied in the
scheme's practical implementation. This principle (which is also central to the provision of
Dutch General Social Assistance") holds that the provision of a benefit can only take place
after a thorough investigation of a claimant's income, expenses and family circumstances, with
the aim of targeting the benefit only to those in real need. This meant in practice that local
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See for ezamples: Van Dijk (1989).
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The provincea were aend the circular because of their supervising role with regard to the local authorities'
implementation of General and Special Assistance. The circular concerns the Cinculaire Steunverlening ean
Minuna, Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken, nr. BT 85~U 321, Den Haag, 1 maart 1985.
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The principle of individualisation is central to the Dutch General Asaistance Act from its introduction in 1965
onwards (article 1, paragraph 2). The practical implementation of the principle has changed, however, in the
courae of time. In the 1960s municipalitiea (who administer the act) had very much discretion in providing
general essistance. In effect, they all applied their own means-teats and own levela of muumum protection. This
led to large variations in the eztent that citizen's from different towns and villagea were protected against
poverty. From the 1970s on central government isaued more and more national guidelines with the aima of
bringing equality into citizena' minimum income rights and of forming a uniform base for the development of
a national income poliey. This resulted in the introduction of the national social minimum (1974), and in
atandardised means-testa for general (1974), as well as for apeciel asaistance (1980). Recently a contniry ahift
towarda decentralisation set ín. In 1991 Speciel Aasiatance was decentraliaed (aee alao the main tezt), and in the
course of 1994 municipalities will be given more freedom and discretion (but leas money) in administering
General Social Assistance. See also I.5 in the main tezt.
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authorities were (and still are) forbidden to provide benefits to categories of low income families
as such. They could thus not, for instance, exempt all social assistance benificiairies, or all
elderly with only a minimum pension, from paying local taxes. Instead, every potentially
eligible had to apply individually, all individual claims had to be reviewed and decided upon
separately, and the schemes had to contain clearly selective and detailed eligibility rules.
It is through ordering the application of the principle of individualisation, and the resulting
actual prohibition of a categorical provision of financial support, that the Minister wanted to
safeguard the effects of central, national income policies. The consequence for local income
assistance policies was, however, that they had to be (re-)designed in a complex and detailed
manner and that thorough reviews of individual applications had to take place. This was the
main negative effect of the circular, because these consequences seriously hampered the local
policies' effectivity and efficiency (subjects to which we come to speak about in a moment).
At the time the circular was issued it did not set back directly the development of local
initiatives as such, although from then on much energy was spent into designing schemes in
such a manner that they did not (overtly) contradict the letter's guidelines. When in 1987 the
central government, for budgetary reasons, abolished the annual lumpsum supplement
(eenmalige uitkering) for families on the lowest incomes, and at the same time the second
poverty report of the Rotterdam Department of Social Affairs was published42, municipalities
all the more perceived the necessity of offering local income support. Local income assistance
policies thus kept growing, despite the reluctant attitude of the central government.
In the early 1990s the central government took some measures which had a further harmful
effect on the possibilities of local authorities to support their inhabitants financially. And a
second circular letter on the topic was issued in 1992.

A first measure was the, already mentioned, order that from 1990 onwards municipalities had
to apply the rules of the New Collecting Act of 1990 to the exemption from paying (parts of)
local taxes. This meant a loss of former freedom and discretion, but more importantly also of
former generosity, because the New Collecting Act contains much stricter and narrower rules
than the local exemption-schemes did. In the previous section we presented some figures
showing that the proportion of e.g. social assistance beneficiairies and elderly eligible for
exemption decreased sharply. Vos 1991) goes as far as stating that exemption policies do not
have any significance anymore for local income assistance policies, because nearly no families
are entitled under the new rules. Some municipalities, however, seem to have detected
promising loopholes in the Collecting Act.43 The central government has not reacted to their
solutions yet.
A second measure relevant for local income asssistance policies is the decentralisation of Special
Assistance which took place in 1991. This decentralisation aims at a more effective targeting
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Oude Engberink (1987).
See e.g. Theunen (1993).
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of special assistance to people in real need by giving more discretion to local authorities in
administering it. Thus central guidelines with regard to calculating a person's 'financial bearing
power' were abolished and left over to the municipalities.~ This seems to stand in contrast
with the general view that the central government is reluctant to local income assistance policy.
However, instead of paying 909b of all the actual costs of the scheme the central government
pays a fixed annual lumpsum to municipalities from 1991 onwards. And although this budget
is equal to the average amount spent in previous years plus even SO~o4S, the general expectation is that the fixed budget will be too small.~ This is because with the decentralisation a
number of provisions, which formerly were financed from separate budgets, were brought under
the special assistance act (as for instance, provisions for high housing costs, for schooling and
training of unemployed, for childcare, costs related to social lending etc.). In other words,
municipalities have to do a lot more in virtue of Special Assistance, but with a fixed and
expectedly too low budget, implying for one thing that they have to prioritize between types of
special costs which can be provided for, and in the near future even between groups of low
income households to be helped most.47 A first reaction of municipalities to the decentralisation
and its related insecurities has already been detected and consists of a more reserved attitude
in awarding claims, shown by sometimes sharp falls in the numbers and amounts awarded
annually.~
The decentralisation of Special Assistance was the corner-stone of the 1992 circular on local
income assistance policies issued by the state-secretaries of the Ministry of the Interior and the
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment.49 The circular once again warned against local
activities undermining the unity and effects of central, national income policy, and it again
stressed the obligation to apply the principle of individualisation. With regard to the local funds
the circular is clear; strictly taken these funds should be abolished, because in the view of the
state-secretaries they have become unnecessary now the local authorities have gained more
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Practice ahows that most municipalities keep applying the former central rules and guidelines.
Nationally this amounted to a special assistance budget in 1991 of 200 million f 100 million guilders paid by
central government fmm general taz revenues to municipalities. Related to the total budget for General
Asaistance, which was nearly 12 milliard (American billion) guildens in 1991, this is very little. The eztra
amount of ]00 million guildece ia supplied mainly to implement the new tasks related to schooling and training
of unemployed sociel assiatance beneficiairies mentioned in the tezt.
See among others L,emmen (1990) and Theunen (1993).
As it looks now houaeholds with the best chancea on the laboun.narket (e.g. households not 'handicapped' by
age, health, long-tenn dependency, care for childnen, and the like) will be on top of the list (see e.g. IPSV
1991). One of the ezplicit goals of the decentnilisation of Special Assistance by the central govemment was to
direct money to the re-integration of social asaistance beneficiairies back into the labourmarket.
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'Minimabeleid, evaluatie 1992', City of Nijmegen, 1993.
De circulaire Gemeentelijk Minimabeleid, Miniaterie van Binnenlandae Zaken en Ministerie van Sociale Zaken
en Werkgelegenheid, BT85~U 231, Den Haag, 15 mei 1992.
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freedom and extra money in implementing Special Assistance. This, however, can be judged
as an insincere argument, firstly because the fixed budget is expected to turn out to be too low,
and secondly, needs remain which are not covered by Special Assistance. The latter is
acknowledged by the circular, which therefore states that certain schemes, mainly those providing for costs for social and cultural activities, are allowed, be it with a strict application of the
principle of individualisation~, and with the exception of costs for telephone, papers and
public transport, which are regarded as belonging to the normal costs of living.
All in all the conclusion is that local authorities have become more and more limited by the
central government in their possibilities to provide income support to their inhabitants, although
the central government has never gone so far as to forbid it categorically. The order to apply
the principle of individualisation in all local income assistance policies, and the obligation to
apply the strict and narrow rules of the New Collecting Act to the exemption from local taxes
both had a strong limiting effect.

I.4 The performance of local income assistance policy.

To evaluate the performance of local income assistance policies in general, in terms of their
effectivity and e~ciency, is not an easy task. The questions to be answered are, to what extent
the policies actually reach their goals of facilitating low income families making their ends meet
and of stimulating them to take part (again) in social and cultural activities, and at what costs
this is achieved. Given the wide variety of policies and schemes, the broad definitions of the
central target groups, and the broadly described goals, it is not really possible to answer these
two questions sufficiently. Even the reports in which municipalities evaluate their local income
assistance policies, reports which appeared in the early 1990s after the first years of experience,
do not address these two questions subsequently and in detail. These reports do contain much
information on, for instance, developments in the number of claims and awards, on the amounts
awarded, discussions on practical organisational problems encountered and solved, on the
question whether policies are still justified by the financial situation of low income families in
general, the reports contain proposals for adjustments in scheme's rules and ways of
implementation, etc. Although then these reports generally do not explicitly go into questions
of effectivity and efficiency, they nevertheless contain relevant information on these topics, i.e.
nearly all reports show that the costs of administering the local schemes are very high relative
to the total amounts awarded, indicating a low e~ciency, and take-up is often mentioned as one
of the main practical problems, indicating a low effectivity.

Only recently (May 1993) cential government again ahowed to take serious the oider to apply thia principle by
penalizing the city of Delft for it providing without diatinction all social assistance beneficiairiea with a free
library-pass and a 50~ discount on contributions for aports clubs and other recreational activities.
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The 1990 report 'Plus or minus?', in which the city of Nijmegen evaluates the first years of its
local income assistance policies, contains detailed information on administration costs. The story
told by the Nijmegen-figures can be regarded as being exemplary for the situation in many other
municipalities. The Nijmegen-figures indicate a low to very low efficiency of local support
policies, measured by the amount of the administration costs relative to the amounts awarded.

Table I.2.4 summarizes the report's figures.

Table 1.2.4
Administration costs and amounts awarded of local income assistance scbeme of the city of Nqmegen ( 1989).
Dutch guildecs

administration

awards

total

310.350

376.450

686.800

(45~)

(SSolo)

(100010)

20.030
(57~)

15.400
(43ok)

(100qo)

117.300

401.000

518.300

(23~)

(77qo)

(100~)

61.280

70.600

(46o.b)

(54oIo)

131.880
(100010)

374.000

1.615.000

1.989.000

(19~)

(81~0)

(100010)

882.960
(26~)

2.478.450

3.361.410

(7446)

(100~)

Rent
and Debt Fund'

Insulation Fund

Declaration Ftmd

Buffer Fund

Tax exemption

Total

~

35.430

The Rent and Debt Fund providea for aupport in case of high houaing costs and coats related to debt settlement are
paid from it; The Inaulation Fund offers fiancial aupport for insulating dwellinga, with the aim of reducing energycoata; the Declaration Fund is the Nijmegen form of a socio~ultural fund, providing for coats related to social and
cultutsl activitiea; the Buffer Fund providea grante in case of exceptional needa to which Special Aasistance dces
not apply. On the Special Asaistance acheme no figures are available.
The costs of information and advice are not included in the administration costs.

source: 'Plus of Min?', Nijmegen 1990.
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The table shows that in all the different schemes administration costs form a large part of the
total costs, ranging from 19 `~o to 57 ~o . On average the administration costs of the combined
local assistance schemes form a quarter of the total amount awarded (which was, for instance,
also the case in the city of Arnhem in 199031). In the case of the Rent and Debt Fund, the
Insulation Fund and the Buffer Fund one can say that it costs one guilder to pay out one guilder.
The administration of the Declaration Fund and of the tax exemption scheme is relatively cheap
compared to the other local schemes. Their administration costs remain nevertheless high when
compared to the fact that nationally the administration costs of general social assistance form
about 6~0 of the total of awards. For the national insurance schemes this figure is 4~0 on
average.S2 These figures clearly show that local income assistance policies tend to be (very)
ine~cient.
As for the effectivity of local income assistance policies, one can take as an indicator the extent
of non-take-up. As said, the evaluation reports of the municipalities nearly all contain the
supposition that take-up of their local schemes was not 100~ . Although there existed some
documented evidence on the existence of non-take-up with regard to local schemesS3 it was
only with the results of the non-take-up research-project of the Department of Social Security
Studies of Tilburg University that clear and reliable figures became available~. In this
research-project the non-take-up of different local income assistance schemes was assessed
among households of social assistance beneficiairies and elderly in the cities of Rotterdam
1990191) and Nijmegen 1991192). The results are summarized in the table I.2.5.

sl

See the n:port 'Evaluatie Minimabeleid 1990: een noodíBlcelijk bestaan', Amhem (1991).

SZ

Sociale Nota 1993, Miniatry of Social Affairs and Unemployment.
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See for an overview of thia evidence Van Oorschot (1991 and 1992).

sa

7'heae n.sults on eztent and cauaea of non-take-up of local income assistance schemes among social assistance
beneficiairics and elderly are reported in: Van OoTSChot (1992) and in Van Oorschot and Smolenaars (1993a,
b and c).
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Table 1.2.5
Non-take-up of local income assistance schemes in the cities of Rotterdam and Nijmegen among households of
social assistance beneficiairies and elderly.
(pementage of eligible non-recipients among recipients plus eligible non-recipients)
Rotterdam
social assistance

NUmegen
elderly

beneficiaires

social assistance

elderly

beneficiaries

Special Assistance

63

50

53

72

Exemption from
estate-ta~e

40

38

16

50

70

69

25

54

67

70

18

57

-

-

52

72

N-269

N-470

N-252

N-899

Exemption from
garbage-tax

Exemption from
dog-tax
Declaration Fund
(only pn;sent in Nijmegen)

source: Van Oorschot and Smolensars 1993c.

The table shows that it is an understatement to say that local income assistance policies do not
reach 10090 of their tazget groups. Non-take-up of the different schemes varies from 16~ to
as much as 72 ~. In many cases not half of the tazget population is reached, and sometimes only
nearly a quarter. Although there are many interesting things to say about differences in figures
between the four groups, such remarks aze not of primary relevance here. For discussions on
these differences we refer to the project's reportsSS. A matter of concern here is the question
why local assistance schemes generally perform so poorly. The research showed that the main
and most direct reasons were that lazge parts of the target groups were not awaze of the
schemes' existence, and that many of those who knew of the schemes mistakingly thought not
to be eligible. Need-factors, stigma-factors, perceived in-utility, triggers and instable circumstances all were of low importance~. The overall conclusion of the reseazch-project was that
it is the general character of the schemes analysed which is responsible ultimately for the high

ss
56

See the previous note.
These factots refer to the so-called three-t-model, which is auggested in Van Oorschot ( 1991) as a heuristic tool
for the analyais of the causes of non-claiming by eligibles.
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non-take-up. Central in this character is the application of the principle of individualisatiorr~':
all the schemes contain a complex means-test, implying that it is very difficult for eligibles to
assess beforehand whether they are actually eligible or not, leading to false perceptions of
eligibility or to postponing the decision whether or not to apply; and secondly, in all the
schemes the initiative to apply was left over to the individual eligibles, which draws heavily on
the eligibles' social network and general information and awareness level. Unless, as is stated
in one of the reports of the project, the role of the principle of individualisation is diminished,
the non-take-up of local income assistance schemes can be brought back to acceptable levels (i.e
to 10~0-1596) only with high investments in advice and information services and with systematic
personal contacts between administrators and citizens.Sa However, as we saw earlier, in the
circular letters of 1985 and 1992 municipalities are ordered explicitly by the central government
to apply this principle in their local assistance policies. In this sense the low effectivity of such
policies is a direct consequence of central government's intervention. And the same counts for
a large part of the policies low efficiency, because applying the principle of individualisation
implies profound, thus costly, reviews of claimants' financial and family circumstances, and
relatively high information and advice costs.
In short, although the effectivity and efficiency of local income assistance policies are hard to
assess sufficiently and in detail, figures on important indicators like non-take-up and
administration costs show that generally such policies suffer from low effectivity, as well as
from low efficiency. Because of ordering the application of the principle of individualisation the
central government can to a large extent be held responsible for this poor performance.

I.5 Future trends and options

After the first years of experience, at a moment the central government has taken some
important measures, and evaluations and research confirmed that efficiency and effectivity tend
to be low, the moment has come for municipalities to re-think their income assistance policies,
and the way these should be implemented. Although some (bigger) cities have already decided

A aecond importent common element ia that the local schemes all are additional to a basic source of income,
be it from work or benefit. Thia impliea that not taking up a right to a local scheme dces not endanger one's
subaistence immediately.
SR

Van Oorachot (1992). It is only thanks to such inveatments that the city of Nijmegen succeeded in reaching
relatively low non-take-up figures among the aceial esaiatance benificiairies with regard to the exemption achemea
(Van Oorschot and Smolenaars 1993b). For thia group the city succeafully used its contacts with thia subtargeigroup. (The general assistance acheme ia administered by the municipalities). Much more difficult it is to
reach out to the elderly, who do not have stnutured contacta with the municipalities.
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to continue their policies, be it with major adjustments based on previous experiences59, the
majority of municipalities are still discussing the topic, or will be forced to do so in the near
future if the dark economic outlook of this moment comes true. What the general outcome of
the discussions will be, i.e. whether the majority of Dutch municipalities will continue with
carrying out serious local income assistance policies or not, is for the moment hard to predict.
Some countervailing forces are present.
The major 'positive' force for a continuation of local income assistance is the fact that the
situation which gave rise to such policies in the early 1980s is still present in the early 1990s.
That is, the number of low income families has not decreased and their financial situation has
only become marginally better, but is endangered again at this moment, as we shall see further
on.
It is true that the number of social assistance beneficiairies has decreased from 1985 onwards,
but only slightly: this number amounted to 575.000 in 1985 and to 513.000 in 1992~. On the
other hand, the number of low income families dependent on other benefits has grown (with
unknown exact numbers), especially of those with a disability benefit. This benefit has been
restructured fundamentally in the beginning of 1993, with as a central element that this formerly
fully earnings-related benefit falls back to a benefit at the level of the social minimum after a
period of half a year to maximally 6 years, depending on a claimant's age and years of work
experience. This implies a growing proportion of the numerous beneficiairies (810.000 in total
in 1992, which was 600.000 in 1980) having an income only on the social minimum. The
number of households on the lowest income will also rise in the very next future as a result of
the restructuring of the widow(er)s pension from a non-means-tested to a means-tested scheme,
implying a growing number of widow(er)s on a minimum income. To this can be added the fact
that the general expectation at the moment is that the Netherlands will come to suffer soon from
a new economic crisis, leading to large numbers of unemployed. The number of newly
unemployed in the first quarter of 1993 was higher than that same number in the first quarter
of 1983, the central year in the crisis of the 1980s61, and in the Spring Note (Voorjaarsnota)
of the Cabinet of Ministers (May 1993) it is estimated that unemployment will grow with a
number of 100.000 in the next two years. As a reaction to this outlook the central government
has already announced to limit further the access to the earnings-related unemployment

See e.g. the Rotterdam policy plan 'PaRicipatiefonde; nu integreal verder' and the Nijmegen plan 'Minimabeleid;
evaluatie 1942.'.
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Sociale Nota 1993, Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment.
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Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment in its press-release of the third week of April 1993.
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insurance scheme from 1994 onwardsó2, leading to higher proportions of unemployed being
dependent on social assistance.~
As for the financial circumstances of low income families, these have become a little bit better
in the eazly 1990s, compazed to developments in the 1980s, but only marginally. After having
been frozen from 1984 until 1990, the level of the net social minimum has increased with 2.79'0
in 1991, with 3.63'o in 1992 and with 0~ in 1993. However, this did not lead to proportional
increases in purchasing-power. Purchasing-power even decreased with 0.59'o in 1991 and it
stayed at that level in 1992 and 1993, because of rising prises (e.g. the annual growth in rent
was 6~ in the last three years).~ In 1994 the purchasing power of households on a minimum
income will decrease with 39~0, as already has been announceti by the central government.~
Not surprisingly the most recent poverty-report of the Department of Social Affairs of the city
of Rotterdam (Rotterdam 1993) shows that by the end of 1992 the financial situation of social
assistance beneficiaries is worse than in 1987: more households are in serious debt (63 9'0
compazed to neazly SOqo), and a new phenomenon, not observed to a serious extent in 1987,
is that households have terminated many of their private insurances, like fire and burglary-,
funeral-, andlor third-party insurances.
If municipalities react to these circumstances in a similaz way as they did in the 1980s, then
local income assistance policies will be continued on a lazge scale. In some respects, however,
the present-day situation for municipalities is different from that in the early 1980s. Firstly,
municipalities have experienced that cazrying out local income assistance efficiently and
effectively is not an easy task. This may well have a negative influence on the local authorities
enthousiasm to take caze for the less well-off. Secondly, and we think more importantly, there
is the fact that the central government in the meantime has taken measures which make it much
more difficult for local authorities to design and implement an effective and efficient policy: as
we saw previously, central government has recently again ordered the implementation of the
principle of individualisation, it has diminished seriously the possibility of exempting local
taxes, and it introduced a fixed budget for Special Assistance. Thirdly, the problems at which
local income assistance policies have been directed, which are the problems of making ends
meet when being dependent on a minimum income and the resulting social and cultural isolation
of their inhabitants, have shown to be structural. Municipalities who thought that their local
policies would bridge a temporary period in the 1980s are now confronted with the fact that this
period has lasted already some 10 years, and that the end is still not in sight. The question is
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De Volkskiant, 4-5-1993.
At the moment one hes to have been working for at least 26 weeks in total in the last 52 weeks before
unemployment began. From 1994 onwarda thie will be changed into 26 weeks in the last 39 weeks before
unemployment.
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Theunen (1993).
De Volkskrant, 6~3-1993.
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in this respect, whether municipalities will keep accepting and repairing the fact that the level
of the social minimum set by the central government turns out to be too low structurally. And
fourthly, from the middle of 1992 scrounger-phobia, among citizens, academics, policy-makers
and politicians alike, has increased rapidly in the Netherlands, reaching unknown post-war
levels recently.~ In a commentary to this the rise of a'new orthodoxy' in discussions on
matters of social security is signaled. This 'new'67 orthodoxy holds that every claimant behaves
as a rational calculating individual, and therefore is potentially fraudulent, and that claimants
essentially do not want to work.~ This orthodoxy is very dominant in the Netherlands at the
moment, and it is believed to have replaced the typical post-war Dutch solidary and generous
attitude towards the less well~ff. The relevant question here is whether local policies will be
infected by this 'new' orthodoxy. If so, local income assistance policies will become even more
selective then they already are (be it that at the moment this is mainly due to central
government's order to apply the principle of individualisation), or such policies will disappear
completely.
In short, local income assistance policies will still be necessary in the Netherlands in the 1990s,
in view of the numbers of low income families and their financial circumstances. The important
but unanswered questions at this moment are, however, whether local authorities in general still
can and want to continue such policies.
To our view in most municipalities discussions on these questions are at the moment postponed
or leveled down by the wave of decentralisation measures which have been taken recently or
which are on their way.~ The decentralisation of Special Assistance in 1991 has already been
mentioned. Within the very near future Dutch municipalities will be given more discretion in
the implementation of General Assistance. The debate on this restructuring of the General Social
Assistance Act (Herinrichting Algemene Bijstandswet) has lasted for some years, but is generally
expected to lead to legislation in the summer of 1993. At the moment it is still not clear whether

The reeson of which is, as we teke it, a combination of central govemment looking for a legitimation of its farreaching cutbacks in the Dutch disablement benefit, and the appeanmce of the fiist, too hastely and eagerly
interpreted, data on the confluence of income from work and from aocial asaiatance over the year 1991 (which
confluence is in many cases legally poasible, e.g. when the benefit followed after the working period).
67

In an historic and intemational comparative contezt there ia of courae nothing really 'new' to this orthodozy.
The dominance of it in the present-day Dutch diacusaions is, however, very aignificant.
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Oude Engberink (1993).
Typically such measures are telcen with regard to taaks and achemea which aie very selectively targeted to
apecific groupa of citiuns. The idea that the practical implementation of aelectivity can beat be placed on the
loweat level of govemment, i.e. aa near to the citizens as posaible, and that this requires at least a certain eztent
of discretion on that loweat level, is not new in Dutch aocial security policiea ( see e.g. Rcebtnek 1993 on thie
'pru~ciple of subaidiarity'). Recently the idea hsa re-gained attention and it functions at the moment as a
legitimation for the decentralisation of taska towards local authoritiea. Selectivity is in general, however, difficult
to implement practically: complez procedures, high costs, diffieult targeting, and the like. Although then
municipalities at the moment aeem to welcome their new teaks and n..aponsibilities the chance eziats that this will
change into the oppoaite when they will be confronted with the full consequences.
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the new discretion will be rather narrowly defined, or whether it will be expanded to central
elements in the administration of general assistance, like e.g. the freedom (within limits) to
develop local means-test procedures and benefit levels andlor the freedom to develop a local
system of work-stimulation-bonusses. Thoughts of widening the discretion to be given to
municipalities are related to the recent upheaval of scrounger-phobia: the idea is that preventing
fraude and abuse, while taking care that the honest and truly needy keep receiving what they
are entitled to, is a matter of detailed targeting which can only be realised, as it is believed,
when the lowest administrative level (the municipalities and their local social services) can
operate flexible, i.e. has a lot of discretion. Another responsibility placed in the hands of the
municipalities recently is mediating between unemployed assistance beneficiairies and providers
of jobs on the labour-market. This new function has to be carried out by the municipal social
services without a matching extension of personel. At the moment practice learns that relatively
very much energy of the social services is directed towards this new function.~ To this comes
that in 1994 the administration of the Act on Provisions for the Handicapped (Wet Voorziening
Gehandicapten, WVG) will be passed to the municipalities (with simultaneously a doubling of
the eligible population without, however, a matching increase of the available budget"), and
the political leader of the largest, christian democrat, political party has already suggested
several times to pass on to the municipalities also the administration of the national Housing
Benefit scheme (Individuele Huursubsidie, IHS).
The (preparation for the) organisation of the new responsibilities takes much time at the
moment, what results in most municipalities in postponing the discussion on the future of their
local income assistance policies, making it hard to predict what this future in general will be.
Perhaps, and this is what the central government seems to have in mind, will municipalities
carry out their new functions and discretion in such a way that separate local income assistance
policies will become superfluous, or that they will be integrated tacitly and smoothly into the
new functions. Our view, however, is that a sufficient and structural solution of the problems
of the low income families requires a growth in the number of jobs and a net increase of the
nationally defined level of the social minimum.

See e.g. Gooren et al. (1992).
The doubling of the eligible population stems from the fact that from 1994 onwards also handicapped elderly
(65f) will be entitled to the provisions.
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Part II

AN IMPRESSION OF THE ROLE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN THE PROVISION
OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO LOW INCOME HOUSEHOLDS IN ELEVEN
EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

Introduction

In the 1980s Dutch municipalities developed local income assistance policies, as we have seen
in the first part of this paper. These policies, which are mainly aimed at providing direct
financial support, play an important role in offering social security to households on low incomes. We concluded that these schemes in the Netherlands occurred against the background of
an increasing number of low income households and their worsening financial situation, in
combination with the growing responsibility municipalities have undertaken to correct the - in
their opinion unsuccessful - central government policies on income assistance and minimum
income protection.
Many European countries also encountered growing unemployment in the 1980s~. European
cities were among the first to witness the resulting social problems as they daily meet citizens
face to face~. As a consequence the role of local government in providing (financial) support
to low income households became prominent in different European countries". In this part of
the paper we explore the role of local government in the provision of financial support to low
income households in eleven European countries.

The character of this part will be mainly descriptive. Firstly we will describe the role local
governments play in the different countries' systems of minimum income protection, set against
the role played by the central and~or regional government. Secondly, we will go beyond these
basic schemes of minimum income protection and examine the role of local government in
additional income assistance. The question posed here is: Does local government play a role in
providing additional financial support? Do European municipalities take their own initiatives in
providing additional financial support to their citizens? And if they do, how are these policies
organized and how can they be described in terms of forms of assistance, target groups and
types of costs they provide assistance for? Behind these questions of course is our interest,
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Room et sl. (1992)
Oude Engberink (1993), Eurocities (1991), Eurocities (1989).
See on Gennany: Benzler and Lohman (1990), on Great-Britain: Alcock et al. (1991) and on the Netherlands:
Tersmeue (1989).
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derived from the Dutch case, in the reaction of cities to central or regional government policy
and the responsibility cities take or have taken in supporting their citizens financially.
Such a description of the role of local government in different countries however, can only be
useful when we can compare relationships between government-levels cross-nationally in a
systematic way. This implies that our description is based on some kind of analytic framework
and on data of reliable quality. Before describing the role of local government in minimum
income protection in a wider regional and national context and its role in providing additional
income assistance in sections 2.2 and 2.3, we will discuss our analytic framework and data in
the first section.

II.1

Framework and data

Describing central-regional-local government relations in different countries is not an easy task.
Terms like 'central control', 'local autonomy' and 'local discretion' are often and easily used
but, as Page and Goldsmith correctly state: it is easy to talk past one another in using these
terms7S. Functions and services of the local government differ between countries, and may
even differ within countries7ó. Studying the role of local government in minimum income
protection is no exception. For a systematic comparison between countries, we firstly need to
elaborate on the analytic framework we used to compare minimum income protection schemes
and additional income assistance schemes between countries.
As we concluded from the description of the Dutch case, describing the role of the local
government only in terms of the organization of the Dutch national minimum income protection
scheme, general social assistance ('Algemene Bijstand'), would underestimate the role the local
government plays in the provision of financial support to its citizens. The consequence of this
conclusion is that research on the role of local government in financial support, should not only
focus on minimum income protection schemes, but should also pay attention to additional
income assistance schemes.

Starting from our Dutch bias, we would expect that also in other European countries, local
income assistance policies exist next to some sort of national 'core scheme' of minimum income
protection. As we have seen in the first part of this paper, Dutch municipalities are limited in
their activities by the central government, because provision of financial support to low income
households is seen as a central government responsibility. Therefore the basic scheme of mini-

7s
76

Page and Goldamith (1987).
Eapecially fedetsl states are complez in atudying the contezt of local government. For this reason Page and
Goldamith have left out federal states from their international comparison of central-local relations in aeven
European countriea.
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mum income protection (the 'Algemene Bijstand') is a scheme in which local government only
plays a strictly administrative role.
The reaction of Dutch local governments by means of their local income assistance policies, is
to a certain extent surprising because we would expect that the very limited role of local
governments in general social assistance, limits rather than generates local initiatives. On the
other hand, as we saw in the first part of this paper, the reaction of Dutch municipalities can
be satisfactorily explained by increasing feelings of responsibility for the growing number of
households with serious financial problems and the, in the opinion of local governments,
unsuccessful policies on minimum income protection.n
Following the line of thought in the Dutch case, we would expect that also in other countries
with a centralized system of minimum income protection, where cutbacks have dominated social
security policies, municipalities may have reacted in the same way as municipalities in the
Netherlands have reacted.
It is hard to say what to expect of countries where the role of the local government in a
country's system of minimum income protection is important. On the one hand we could expect
in these decentralized systems of minimum income protection that local governments would have
even more opportunities to react to the financial circumstances of their citizens and thus
additional local income assistance schemes would also be present. On the other hand, local
governments have no reason to react to failing central government's policies on minimum
income protection, as they themselves are an important actor in the system of minimum income
protection. Following this last line of argument, local governments in countries with
decentralized systems of minimum income protection would improve the basic minimum income
protection schemes and not start their own, additional, local income assistance policies.
In short, additional local income assistance policies can be seen as an element of financial
support closely related to the role of the local government in a country's system of minimum
income protection. To draw any conclusions on the outcomes of these, partly Dutch-biased,
expectations, the concepts of minimum income protection, additional income assistance, local
income assistance policies and local government, have to be clearly defined.

Minimum income protection
By a country's system of minimum income protection we mean the total of social security
schemes which provides financial support to low income households on subsistence level.

To describe the role of the local government in the organization of minimum income protection
in different countries systematically, we used a framework containing three dimensions78: (1)

Clear is that disagreement between local and national levela can be an important push-factor for local income
assistance policies. At the end of paragraph 2.2 we will pay some attention to possíble conflicts between
govemment-levels.
Some suthors have concentrated on administrative arnsngements and divisions of responsibility (Room et al.,
1992), others have also paid attention to the distribution of power and the organisation of appeal against decisions
(ISSA, 1986).
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Offering minimum income protection, (22) financing and (3) administration. Together these
three dimensions in our opinion cover the most important elements when the role of different
central-regional-local government-levels in minimum income protection is described~.
The first dimension, offering minimum income protection, concerns the question at which
government-level minimum income protection is offered. Is there a national safety-net, as in the
Netherlands, guaranteeing each citizen an income at the level of a nationally defined social
minimum, or is minimum income protection for those in need guaranteed by and are levels of
minimum income protection set at regional or local government-levels? A consequence of the
latter two options is of course that minimum income protection between regions or between
municipalities can be very different. It is also important to note for whom minimum income
protection is available. In the Netherlands every Dutch resident is protected by the general
social assistance scheme ('Algemene Bijstand'), whereas in other countries only certain categories are entitled to the minimum income protection scheme.
The second dimension, financing, is about the government-level at which minimum income
protection schemes are financed. What is meant by financing is not so much the source of
funding, because local and regional governments are often funded by the central government
and therefore the source of financing in income protection is ultimately often a national source.
We interpret this dimension as the question who is responsible for the budget~. Thus we mean
by financing taking place at the local level that local government is responsible for the budget.
The source of funding can still be block grants (earmarked subsidies) from central government.
Crucial however is that in the situation of block grants, local government is less constrained in

These dimenaions are to some extent related to the dimensions Page and Goldsmith ( 1987) distinguiah in the
framework they have set up to ezplain particular pattems of central and local government relations in different
countriea. Though the goal of their frameworlc is very different from the purpose of this paper (They not only
give an eztensive cross-national description of central-local relations, but also try to ezplain different pattems
of relations, whereas in this section of the paper the aim is to describe the mle of the local govemment within
the field of providing fuiancial suppoR to low income householda), their framework provides useful inaights and
is useful in providing future researeh with more systematic and preciae toole. Page and Goldsmith distinguiah
three elements in centtal-local govemment relations: ( 1) functions ( 2) discretion and (3) local influence on central
deciaions. The first two elements are to a certain eztent also used in our analytic frameworlc, though applied to
the field of income protection and income asaistance. The'v third element, local influence on central deciaions,
ia not included. The reason for this is pnictical: a study of power relationa would reach far beyond the aims of
thia papcr. Thia element should be impoRent in further research, however.

so

Even better would be to deacribe both elements of financing: source of funding and responaibility for the budget.
Especially in this paper thia would be a relevant distinction, because we can imagine that both these elements
influence the importance of the role of local govemment. When local government is the source of funding (local
tazea) and is responaible for the budget, local government would probably be more influential than in a situation
where local govemment is only reaponsible for the budget and the source of funding is nationally niised taz. The
infomiation provided by international comparative reporta was not detailed enough on this aspect to meke this
distinction in thia paper. It would be an idea, however, to diatinguiah these two elements of fuiancing in further
reaearsh.
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its decisions on spending the money than in a situation where also budgeting is a central government responsibility.81
The third dimension, administration, concerns the level(s) at which minimum income protection
is actually administered, that is who is responsible for its implementation.

Additional income assistance and local income assistance policies
Additional income assistance refers to all types of benefits provided to supplement a country's
system of minimum income protection. When no clear core of minimum income protection is
available, additional income assistance is the main form of financial support, in which case the
word 'additional' is misleading. But as we shall see further on in thís section, in all countries
described some sort of minimum income protection scheme exists, though it may be restricted
to protecting only selected groups within the population.
In some of the additional income assistance schemes, local government will have no part, in
others however local government is important. It is the latter that we are especially interested
in and we called these 'local income assistance policies'. To consider a scheme a local income
assistance scheme we decided it had to be at least administrated by local government and local
government has to play a role in either the financing of the scheme, in defining the eligiblility
rules or in taking the initiative to develop or implement the scheme~.
Local government
The interpretation of 'local government-level' may not be as easy as it seems to be at first sight.
By the local level can be meant the municipality (the area), the community (citizens), the local
authorities, local politics (policital parties) or the local administration (a local department or the
civil servants). When we refer to the role of local government, or the municipality, we mainly
refer to the local authorities, that is the electoral institute that can have responsibilities in
financing and can make decisions on policy-making. When referring more specifically to
deliverylprovision and implementation of policies we use local government in the sense of local
service department, that is the organization implernenting the policylserviceg'.

si
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This of coutse also dependa on the relation between the tasks local government is obliged to perform and the
amount of financing that ia pmvided by central govemment. Decentnilizing budgeting in periods of retrenchment,
accompanied by strong cen[nil contTnl on performing tasks, as the ezperience in the Netherlands and in GreatBritain ahows, dces lead to more local responsibility on budgeting, but dces not mean that local government
is lesa constriined in its decisions.
The defuution of 'local ineome assistance achemes' used in the queationnaire of the survey is the following:
'echemes adm'uusteied by local govennment (municipality), to which individual households can apply and which
are directed to low income householda end which form a supplement to other basic income sources fmm benefits
or work.' This fust defuu[ion was followed by the criteria es mentioned in the tezt: (administration by local
govemment and (financed by local government) or (eligibility rules defined by local government) or
initiated~implemented by local govemment)).
In the reality of every day policy-making and policy-implementation this division is not always easy to make.
Decisions of local authorities can easily be influenced by civil servants. A strict division between policyimplementation and policy-making and between powers in decision-making of civil servants and of local
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Diata
The data we used to describe minimum income protection and additional income assistance
come from different sources.
For the description of local income assistance policies in section 2.3 our own survey has been
the primary source of information~. The simple fact that local policies can vary even between
two cities in one country means that it is not possible to give a complete picture of local income
assistance policies in the different countries by means of a small survey. For our information
we have been particularly dependent on the questionnaires returned by civil servants working
in local departmentsSS. Civil servants in other cities may have come up with completely
different local initiatives. It seems likely therefore that in reality the variety is much greater than
is reflected by our small survey~. This description of additional local income assistance
policies, therefore, can never be complete and provides an illustrative picture rather than a
comprehensive picture of the role of local government in the system of financial support to low
income households. As a first exploration of specific local activities in the provision of financial support, however, the description of local income assistance policies in section 2.3 provides
useful insights.
For the description of minimum income protection schemes in section 2.2, international
comparative research-reports were the main source of information on EC-countries. Recently
more information has become available as a result of the MISSOC-project, the Community
information system on social protection~. Also our small survey among fellow scientists and
civil servants in various large cities in Europegg has been a source of information on minimum
income protection and was especially important in providing information on non-EC-countries
like Austria, Norway and Sweden.

authorities is a much too positive interpretation of local demociacy. For practical n.,asons however we did not
eztend our queationnaire to the functioning of local democracy.
sa

Other sourcea of information were Eurocitiea (1991), Eucncitiea (1989). A future source of infomlation will be
the results of the current research of the European Urban Observatory (1993).
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It turned out that few scientists have an overview of what happens on local social policy levels, though there ane
important ezceptions among British scientists.

se

We have sent e total of 104 questionnaires to 14 different countries, 51 questionnaires to fellow scientists (S)
we knew to be ezpeRa in the atsa of social security and 53 questionnaires to civil servants (C) of local govemment depaRments. Of these questionnaires, in total 29 wete retumed, some were accompanied by articles and
books on income assistance, others by leaflets and subscription fortns from local service departmenta. These are
the numbers of queatioru~aires returned by country and by ecientiat~civil servant (SIC): Austria - 1 S.; Belgium 1 S.; Denmark - 1 S.; France - 1 S 1 C.; Germany - no response; Gn..at-Britain - 5 S. 4 C.; Greece - no
response; Italy - 2 S. 1 C.; Ireland - 1 S. 1 C.; Luzemburg - no response; Norway - 1 S.; Portugal - no response; Spain - 2 S. 5 C.; Sweden-2 S.
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Commisaion of the European Communities (1992), Room (1992)
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We would like to thank drs. G. Oude Engberink and prof. dr. ]. Berghman for providing ua with names and
addresses of respondents. Of course we would also like to thank all our respondents for filling in the
questionnaire.
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II.2 The organization of minimum income protection
In schema I the positions of eleven countries in terms of the three dimensions (offering a
minimum income, financing and administration) at the three government-levels are presented~.
The countries described are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Great-Britain, Ireland, Italy,
the Netherlands, Norway, Spain and Sweden~.
Before interpreting the scheme two remarks should be made. The first is that in some countries,
such as Norway and Sweden, income assistance plays only a minor role in offering minimum
income protection to households in need. Insurance schemes and work are much more important
in providing a minimum income guarantee. The second remark is that dividing governmentlevels into three levels (national-regional-local) is a simplification of the situation in countries
where the lower levels are subdivided, as in France, where regions are divided into departments
and departments into communities. When necessary we shall pay attention to these sublevels.

89

The infomiation on the EC-countriea ia based on: Commisaion of the European Communitiea (1992); Room et
al. (1992); Weijnen (1992); Pieters and Schell ( 1990); Korpel et al. (1989); and our own aurvey. The information on Austria, Norway and Sweden ia based on our eurvey and on Pratscher (1992) for Auatria.
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Theae countriea were choaen because we received responsea from the people we approached wíth our
questionnaire.
A country not dealt with to our regret ia Gemiany. We received no n.pliea from Germany and for thia reason
and becauae of the fact that it ia complicated to write about income asaiatance in Germany given the recent
developmenta in the fon-ner East and West-Gemiany, we decided to ezclude Germany from this paper.
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Schema I The organization of minimttm income protection in eleven European countries

Uevels

nationallevel

regionallevel

locallevel

dimensioat
1. offerine mini-

- Austria (Hilfe in besonderrn Lebtnslagrn or Hilfe
zum Lebensunterhalt), reai-

mum incorne
nrotection

dents of region
- Belgium (Bestaansminimutn~Minimum de Mayrns
d'Existrnce), all teaidents
- Denmark (Social Bistand), all residents
- Fiance (Revrnu Minimum
d'Insertion), all residents
- Great-Britain (Income
Support and Family Credit), all residents
- Ireland (Supplementary
Welfare Allowance), all
residents
- Italy (Minimo ~ta1eJ,
pensioners and handicapped
- the Netherlands

- Italy' (Assèstenza Sozia-

(Algemene Bijstand), all

le), residents of munici-

residents

P~tY

- Norway (State pension),
pensioners
- Spain (Pension no contri-

- Norway (ekonomisch

butiva), penaioners and

sosialhjelp,), residents ~~i

handicapped

- Spain (the regional minimum), residents of the sutonomous region for a certain

- Sweden (Socialbidrag),

period (generally hetween 3

all residents

~ 5 Y~)
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municipalit~

2. fmancinQ

- AustriaZ
- Belgium (SOolo)
- Denmark (509b)
- France ( 80~)

- Austria2
- Belgium (SOolo)
- Denmark (SOolo)

- France (20~)'

- Great-Britain

- Ireland
- Italy.
- the Neiherlands (90010)

- the Netherlands (l0010)
- Norway
- Spain

- Sweden
3. administration

- Auatria

- Auatria

- Belgium
- Denmark
- France3
- Great-Britainó

- Irelandb
- Italy

- Italy
- the Netherlands
- Norway

- Spain

- Spains
- Sweden

1

In Italy voluntary organizations also play a mle in minimum income protection. They generally work autono-

2
3

mously and are self-fuianced
percentages between regions and municipalities differ between regions
France: 209G financing by 'departementa'; administration by 'départements' and 'communes'

4

budgeted by local government and funded out of local tazes

5

mix of voluntarylprivate~governmental asaociations

6

local offices of the Dept. of Social Security (GB) and regional offices (Regional Health Boards) of the
Department of Social WelfarelDepartment of Health (IR).

A first look at the schema shows us that there is no standard way of organizing minimum
income protection in terms of government-levels. A striking element is the fact that none of the
dimensions is exclusively applied at one government-level. Variation seems to be a key-concept
in how the organization of minimum income protection is dealt with. A certain pattern for each
of the dimensions, however, can be distinguished: Offering minimum protection in most
countries is organized at the national level. Financing is often organized by different central and
local government-levels, costs are often share by both, albeit in varying proportions. Administration in all countries is organized at subnational levels and mostly at local governmentlevel.Looking at combinations between the different dimensions we notice that some,
theoretically possible, combinations do not occur. In none of the countries minimum income
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protection is offered at the local or regional level while financing takes place at the national
level. Other combinations, however, do occur and when we look at the role of local government
and combinations of dimensions, four types of countries can be distinguished. These types vary
from countries where local government is not important in the organization of minimum income
protection to countries where local government is very important. In schema II these types are
placed on a central-local scale.

Schema II - centraUlocal scale with regard to tóe organization of minimum income protection
REGIONAL

LOCAL

B

C

D

Denmark

Spain

Italy

Sweden

Austria

Norway

CENTRAL

A
Great-Britain
Ireland
France

Belgium

Netherlands

A first group of countries (group A in schema II) consists of countries where at least two of the
three dimensions are the responsibility of the central government.
In Great-Britain and Ireland there is a nationally offered minimum income protection scheme
covering all residents, financing is completely in the hands of the central government and comes
directly from national tax revenues, and administration is performed by regional (Ireland) or
regional and local offices (Great-Britain). These local and regional offices however, are directly
linked to the national departments of social affairs. The departmental local DSS-offices in
Britain, for example, have no influence on how to implement national DSS-policies and the
national Department of Social Security is responsible for the implementation of the minimum
income protection schemes. Ireland is special in that it is the only country, not only within this
group of countries but also among all other countries, where the local level, local civil service
or local authorities, plays no role. Instead of a local, there is a regional tier of administration
in minimum income protection directly linked to the Department of Social Welfare and the
Department of Health. The regional Health Boards administer the Supplementary Welfare Allowance Scheme and provide one-off payments in case of exceptional needs. In the Netherlands
and France, there is a nationally offered minimum income protection scheme covering all
citizens, financing is mainly in the hands of the central government and comes directly from
national tax revenues, while administration is the responsibility of local (NL) or local and
regional (FR) governments. In France the administration of the minimum income protection
scheme is the result of cooperation between the 'départements' and local organizations. The
'départements' also finance about 20~ of the minimum income protection scheme. For further
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details on the Dutch situation we refer to the first part of this paper. It is clear from this
description of the countries in group A that Ireland and Great-Britain have the most centralized
systems of minimum income protection.
A second group of countries (group B in schema II) consists of Denmark, Sweden and Belgium.
Like the countries in the first group, these countries have a national minimum income protection
scheme, covering all residents. In administration and financing, however, the local level plays
a significant role. In Denmark municipalities finance 509'0 of social assistance benefits, in
Sweden with some exceptions financing is a fully local matter. In Sweden local administration
also seems to have more opportunities to decide not only on administrative matters but also on
setting certain priorities, though this does not lead to big differences between municipalities.
Belgium is in some way an exception ín that national minimum income protection is accompanied by big differences in the implementation of this minimum between municipalities. The
local administration has extensive discretion in the way they implement the national minimum
income protection scheme. The Belgian Public Centres for Social Welfare, the local administration, are seen to have an important task in combatting poverty at a local level.
In the countries without a national minimum income protection for all residents, regional and
local government-levels play a prominent role in offering a minimum income protection as well
as in financing and administration. In the third group of countries (group C), to which Spain
and Austria belong, regions are very important.
In Spain, though minimum income protection is offered to all pensioners and handicapped
people independent of the region they reside in, there exists great regional variation in minimum
income protection for other groups. The legal competence of the autonomous regions (e.g.
Basque, Galicia, Madrid) has increased since 1992 and the majority of the autonomous regional
governments have developed their own regional schemes of minimum income protection since.
Regions also finance these minimum income protection schemes and administration takes place
at a regional and local level. The second country with great regional variation in income
protection is Austria. Though every Austrian region is expected to provide its citizens with the
necessary means for the cost of living and with means to 'live a life worthy of a human being'9', regions (L~nder) have their own interpretation of these basic concepts. The majority of the
'Bundesl~ndern' implements the more extended 'Hilfe zur Sicherung des Lebensbedarfes' while
some L~nder have the more basic 'Hilfe zum Lebensunterhalt'.
The fourth group (group D) consists of countries which organize minimum income protection
mainly at a local level, though at the national level minimum income protection is offered to
certain groups of citizens. In Italy there is the 'vital minimum', a minimum income provision
for specific categories like the elderly and the handicapped. A national legal framework for
minimum income protection of all residents is still under discussion. The more specific

91

See Pratscher (1992).
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guidelines for financial support to other low income groups are set by the regions and by local
social assistance laws. The local government-level eventually decides on the level of minimum
income protection for the citizens not belonging to the protected groups. The consequences of
this aze big differences not only between regions, but also between municipalities. Financing
is also the responsibility of the local level and administration is organized at regional and local
government-levels.
The situation in Norway is similaz. For pensioners there is a minimum income protection in the
form of the state minimum pension. For other low income groups, however, central government
has issued some guidelines for assistance, but legally local authorities aze responsible for implementation of these broad guidelines. They enjoy wide powers of discretion and self-determination and subsistence payments can vary between 703'o and 85~ of the level of the state
minimum pensions plus 10010 of the person's housing costs. According to our information big
differences exist in conditions and levels at whích benefits are given. Financing and
administration are also the responsibility of local government.
The most important conclusions from this description of the organization of minimum income
protection alongside three dimensions - who offers minimum income protection, who is
responsible for financing and who administers the scheme? - are threefold. Firstly, we
concluded that not one of the dimensions is exclusively applied by one government-level and
that in countries dimensions are combined in vazious ways. Vaziation was identified as a keyconcept in how minimum income protection is organized in different European countries.
The second conclusion was that some dominant patterns can be identified: Offering minimum
protection in most countries is organized at the national level, financing is often organized by
a combination of different central and local government-levels and administration in all countries
is organized at subnational levels and mostly at local government-level. Not in one single country is minimum income protection offered at the local or regional level while financíng is a
responsibility of the national level.
Thirdly, four groups of countries could be identified, each characterized by a specific
combination of the three dimensions. These four groups range from a group of countries where
the national government-level is very important, to a group of countries where local government
is most important in the organization of income protection.
Together these conclusions imply that the role of local government in the systems of minimum
income protection can vary to a large extent between different countries. Whereas in some
countries local government is embedded in a national minimum income protection scheme, in
other countries local government has large autonomous responsibilities in providing minimum
income protection. The implications for international comparative research on minimum income
protection systems are evident: bird's-eye views will miss crucial parts of the system of
minimum income protection in countries like Italy, Norway, Austria and Spain.
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In tlie Dutch case, we saw that the strongly centralized system of minimum income protection
has led to disagreement and conflicts between local government and central government. We
get the impression that in this respect only the British situation is in this respect comparable to
the Dutch situation.~ In Britain, the background of the conflict is that the local governments
have steadily lost power. The central govemment has both reduced subsidies to local
government and limited the powers of local authorities to raise local taxes. In other countries
there are no important disagreements between local-regional-central-govemment in this respect.
In Spain the central government seems to be not particularly fond of the autonomous intiatives
of the regions in the field of minimum income protection, but it does not interfere by putting
up restrictions. In the other countries, the issue is not relevant because the local governmentlevel hardly exists (Ireland); central and local levels more or less agree (e.g Belgium, Sweden,
Denmark); or central government is indifferent about what is done at the local level (e.g.Italy,
Austria). In France tension between different organisations operating at the same governmentlevels, such as the employment and the social security organisations, seems more important.
When we take disagreement as one of the important stimulating factors for the existence of local
income assistance policies, we could therefore expect local governments in Great-Britain also
to be active providers of local income assistance. In the next section local income assistance
policies will be explored.

II.3 I.ocal income assistance policies

Additional income assistance schemes can be very important elements in the provision of
iinancial support to low income households in a country. In some of these additional income
assistance schemes, local government hardly plays a role. British examples of non-local
additional income assistance schemes are for example the Social Fund, the Community Charge
Benefit and Housing Benefit. In the Netherland an example is the individual housing benefit
(individuele huursubsidie). These schemes are nationally financed (housing benefit GB 959~),
with national rules, initiated at the national level and (partly) administrated by the local level.
It seems that also in other countries similar, centrally controlled, additional schemes exist that
are important in providing financial support for specific expenses.
As we are specifically interested in the role of local government, we will not go into these
schemes in detail, but will concentrate on additional income assistance schemes in which local

Infomiation on (dis)agreement between central-regional-local governments was obtained from the anewers to our
questionnaire.
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government plays a role not just in administration, but also in financing the scheme, in defining
the eligiblility rules or in taking the initiative to develop or implement the scheme~.
These 'local income assistance policies' as we defined them in section 2.1 will be described in
this section in terms of the expenses a scheme is directed at, the forms of assistance it offers
and the target groups at which the scheme is aimed. lfiey will also be described in terms of
their organizational background: Is a scheme a purely local business or is it embedded in a
national or regional context?

Ty~pes of costs and fornis ofassistance
In nearly every country local governments play a role in the provision of lump sum payments,
regular payments or loans in special circumstances~for special costs~`. Sometimes purely on
their own initiative, sometimes within national or regional schemes, but with extensive local
discretion in terms of what costs are involved and how specific eligibility rules are set or
interpreted. Medical expenses often belong to the costs additional assistance is provided for.
Also expenses on food, clothing or holidays for children of low income households are
compensated for by such schemes. It is not surprising that especially in countries like Italy and
Spain, where there is no national minimum income protection scheme available to all citizens,
special assistance can also cover more common expenses like food.
The reason that nearly all countries have some kind of special assistance scheme in which local
government plays a role, is that most probably special assistance is closely connected to the
individual household's situation. Central government does not reach as far as the potentially
complicated special expenses and special circumstances of the poor.
In many countries reductions in service charges are available to households on low income.
Reductions on sports, libraries, cultural activities and day-nurseries were mentioned several
times in different countries. Sometimes reductions are given per activity, sometimes in the form
of a pass, like the Key-Card-schemes in Great-Britain. These schemes give priority access to
free or subsidised services and offer special reductions. The city-passes in the Netherlands give
reductions on all sorts of cultural activities, sports and museums. Sometimes services like
telephone (Spain, Great-Britain) or television (Great-Britain), water and gas (Italy) were mentioned as provided to citizens on low incomes against reduced prices.

There are alao a number of other achemea we do not diacusa here. In our queationnaire, we defined (see note 82)
local income asaiatance policies as policiea directed towarda the poor and offering reductiona, ezemptions, grants
or loana. Therefore achemea like atudent~arás and cards for the elderly giving reductiona, are not mentioned
in the following because theae carda do not take into account the income of individual householda. A number
of achemea do not provide benefita but offer jobs. Though we could say these are indirect forms of (additional)
income provision, we have not included these measurea. However, we got the impresaion that local levels do
play an importent role in the organization of job schemes.
va

The echemea that are referred to are mentioned in acheme III though there they are not subdivided by different
typea of coatslforma or target groups.
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It is not surprising that also reductions on service charges seem to be a widespread type of local
income assistance policy. It is an easy way for local government to organize its local income
assistance policy. In theory every citizen has to pay for some kind of local service. Offering reductions means that the poor cannot as in the case of lump sum payments, spend money as they
wish and local control on the organization of the scheme is relatively easy.

Exemption from or reduction of local taxes, as far as our information goes, is available for low
income households in France, the Netherlands and Spain.
Reductions on local public transport exist in Great-Britain, Spain, Austria and Italy. These
reductions are all real local intiatives, giving reduction on transport in the city or the immediate
surroundings of the city, and are financed, initiated and developed by local government, where
also the eligibility rules are set.

Reductions on vacations are available in France and Spain, albeit for selected groups only.
Reduction on special commodities only seems to exist in Austria, where books, second-hand
radios and televisionsets fall under'Hilfe zum Lebensunterhalt'. In Belgium meals can be provided under special assistance.
Finally we do not want to leave unmentioned the take-up campaigns in Great-Britain. Local
authority welfare rights work has promoted take-up of the welfare benefits provided by national
schemes.95

From this first description we can conclude that there is a wide variety of local income
assistance schemes, covering many different expenses and providing assistance not only by
means of cash benefits, but also by means of reduction and loans.
Besides this variety, the description of form and types of local income assistance policies also
shows a remarkable, though not surprising, relationship between the type of expenses a scheme
covers and the form assistance takes. Lump sum payments, regular payments and loans are
forms of assistance only used to assist low income households in special expenses for, amongst
other things, medical costs. For local taxes and local services, reduction is the form which
assistance takes. The reason for this relationship between type of expenses and form of
assistance seems to by quite simple: Local governments are no producers of food, medical
services or housing. They do, however, provide services like public transport, they do organize

95

Without atresaing the atrange and unpeculiar too much, we think it is worth mentioning a few somewhat stninge
initiatives. In Great-Britain theie are citiea with a'Prevent Unwanted Pupa Scheme'. Low income householda
can get reduction on spaying and nwtering achemes for doga. Local govenvnent initiated thia scheme to reduce
the number of unwanted pets. Thoae on income aupport only pay ll3 of the total coat. In Spain the elderly poor
can go on a two-week holiday to a touriat place at low pricea. In Great-Britain local departments concemed with
leiaure and librariea offer reduced chargee for apecisl groupa like penaioners and unemployed people, which
concem a mini-bua service, low fees for adult education, but also free loan of camping gear.
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their local revenues, they finance cultural activities and sometimes they provide water and gas.
In other words, it is much easier to organize reductions on services provided by local
government than on the services or goods of others.

Target groups
Not in all local income assistance schemes are low income households defined in similar ways.
Generally the schemes are directed at all households on low income, though means-tests of
course are different. Three special target groups can be distinguished, however: children, the
elderly and the handicapped. Families on low income with children aze an important target
group in schemes with reductions on vacations and lump sum payments in special circumstances
(France, Great-Britain, Spain) and children's activities (Denmark); also reductions on child-care
facilities are often provided to low-income families (France, Great-Britain, Netherlands,
Sweden). The elderly poor are a target group in some schemes giving reduction on transport
or holidays (Italy, Spain) or schemes providing a meal and a place to stay during the afternoon
(France)~. The handicapped are one of the special target groups in many social assistance and
special assistance schemes.

It cannot be a coincidence that these groups are the same as the groups defined as the most
needy and deserving in the eazly days of welfaze states~. The 'deserving poor' are still a
distinct category in local income assistance policy in many countries.
Organizational background of local income assistance policies
Besides vaziety in the forms and tazget groups of local income assistance schemes, there are
differences in the extent to which local government plays a role in these schemes. Schemes can
be organized completely by local government, but can also function within a broader national
or regional setting. We attempted to classify the different local income assistance policies in
terms of who sets the rules of the scheme, who initiated or developed the scheme and who
finances the scheme, but it soon became clear, however, that local income assistance policies
do make for easy classification. Only one clear division was visible, which is the difference
between schemes purely organized in a local setting and schemes operating within a broader
setting.

Often the elderly in general are a target group in the sense that without being subjected to a means-teat they have
a right to certain reductiona because of their age. Prabably thia ia done under the easumption that all elderly
people are poor. Of course this may be tnie for some countrica, where pensions are generally very low (Italy,
Spain), but in other countries the elderly poor only form a minority of all elderly. In the Netherlanda, for
ezample, around 2096 of the elderly in 1988 had no additional income from pensions besides the state pension
(CBS, 1991b).
See a.o. Stone (1985), Van Loo (1981).
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In the following schema these two categories of policies are presented, offering an illustrative
picture (and not a comprehensive picture as explained in the first section) of the different
existing local income assistance schemes.

Schema III Organizational background of local income assistance scóemes in eleven European countries

Auatria

local achcmea within a national

fully local achemes (in terrns of fi-

or negional ftamework

nancing, initiative and rule-aettingl
i

- social esaiatance (Hilje in besonderen Lebenslagen or Hilfe
zum Lebensunterhalt)Z

Belgium

~

- special asaistance (materiële

hulpJ
Denmark

- payments for children's activitiea

- payments for apecial medical
coats, moving costs
France

Great-Britain

- taz-ezemption (exoneration de

- apecial assistance (Aide Facul-

la taxe d'habitatianJ

tativeJ

- special asaistance ('l Aide

- emergency aid (secours d'ur-

SocialJ

genceJ

- holidays (Aides aux vacancesJ

- reduced services libniry, child-

(dept t communes)

care, care for the elderly

- socisl servicea granta (Section

- key-card achemes

One paymentsJ

- reduced services day-nurseriea,
day-centrea, telephonea, aida for
the disabled
- travel passes
- televiaion licence stamps

Ireland
Italy

- reduction of service charges

- public sector rent

- social ssaistance (AssèstenZa

- one off payments (Sussidi eco-

Soziale)Z

noici 'una tantum )

- canteen tokena, ahopping vouchers (Buoni Mensa, Buoni Pasto,
Buoni SpesaJ
- fued special rates for services
(lariffe Servizi Comunali)
- diacount pasa on public cit~
transportation
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Netherlanda

- special asaiatance (BijZOndere

- city-pasa

Bijstand)

- reduction funds

- taz ezemption (Acwijtschelding

- reduced service day-nursery

van belastingen)

- study funds
i

Norway

- socisl assistance (ekonomish
sosialhjelp~

Spain

- asaistance (ngroso de integra-

- reduction for the elderly poor on

cion)2

traneport (Targeta Rosa)

- two-week holidays for the el-

- taz ezemption (Exencion del

derly poor

impuesto sobre bienes inmuebles)

- family assistance (Ayudas a

- reduction on telephone

familias)
- special asaiatance (ayudas de

- free achool meals for children of
low income households (becas

emergrncia social, Basque,

comedor)

Gallega ....)
Sweden

- reduced charges for day-nursery, hospital treatment

on these countries we received only infomiation from fellow scientists and not from civil servanta of local
goven~unents.
z

these schemes were also mentioned in schema I, as they are important both in providing a basic sounre of
minimum income protection as in providing additional income assistence.

From schema III we can conclude that local income assistance seems to be a widespread
phenomenon, organized within national and regional contexts as well as in purely local contexts.
We can also conclude that special assistance seems to function mainly within regional and~or
national contexts. Apparently this type of additional income assistance is generally seen as
important enough to be organized within a wider context. As we see, some (social) assistance
schemes mentioned in schema III, are schemes we mentioned before when describing the
organization of minimum income protection. This applies to the countries where additional local
income assistance is also an important minimum income protection scheme for certain groups
of citizens. In Austria, Italy, Norway and Spain, the special or social assistance schemes are
therefore very different from the special assistance schemes in other countries. In these four
countries, local income assistance schemes are for some households the main and sometimes
only source of income and belong to the core of the system of financial support. The example
of Italy shows the importance of a local scheme in a country without a universal scheme for
minimum income protection. It also illustrates how a local scheme can be set within a broad,
nationally set framework, while also regional reforms can be important.

~` 'Assistenza Sociale' in Italy - Housing expenses, costs of transport, education and child
care are the type of costs for which Italian citizens on low income can get payments from
their local government. Italian municipalities are responsiblefor meeting the special needs
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of their citizens according to a general framework set by the central government which is
still under discussion. Regional reforms initiated this type of assistance and it exist in
many municipalities in Italy. The more specific frameworks are set by each of the 20
regions. 7here are big difi`'erences in implementing the scheme. Local governments are
responsible for financial matters, though they get their money from the central government.
In the Italian example local government performs tasks in financing and setting the narrow rules
of the scheme within a national and regional context. The next, British example, stems from a
completely different context. This example shows how a scheme with broad, nationally set
rules, indirectly financed by the central government (central government subsidises about 809~
of all local spending), is turned by local government into a scheme supporting low income
families with children against the will of the central government. The scheme has never been
deliberately designed to be used as local governments currently do.
~'Section-One Payments' in Great-Britain - Small grants, and sometimes loans, are given
under the flag of this scheme to low income families with children to cover food or
clothing expenses. 71ie law that makes these payments possible is Section One of the Child
Care Act 1980. This act gives local authorities the power to make available, amongst
other things, assistance that can promote the welfare of the children. In exceptional
circumstances, assistance can be given in cash. Social service departments have made an
increasing use ofpayments under this act. Surveys (see: Balloch and Jones, 1989) have
sh~~wn that while DSS single payments were cut, Section One payments increased and
became an important source of assistance to lo~v income families with children, though
wide variations between authorities exist.
We can also notice that reductions on service-charges or tax exemption do not have to be purely
local matters. They can, as in France and in Ireland, be part of a larger regional andlor national
context. 1fie French tax-reduction scheme for example was initated by the central government,
which has also set the rules, but it is financed by local government and in this sense a local
income assistance scheme.

~` 'Exoneration de la taxe d'habitation et la taxe sur le foncier bdti' in France - Low
income households and especially people in need (the elderly, the handicapped, the sick,
the divorced, children in need, etc.) get reductions or total exemption of the local taxes
they have to pay. 7reis is,financed by the municipalities, because they do not receive the
full amount of tax revenues. Rules, however, are set by the central government, who
initiated this type of scheme as well.
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Up to now we have only discussed schemes functioning within a broader national or regional
framework. The schemes organized on a purely local basis, which means that they are financed,
initiated and developed by local government and that the rules are set by local government, vary
from one city to another. Sometimes schemes will only exist in one or a few cities within one
country. Some examples of such schemes:

~` 'Sussidi economici 'una tantum' in Italy - In special cases a one-o,,~`'payment is given.
7liere are no strict rules and therefore the civil service has a maximum of discretion.
~` 'Tarjeta Rosa' in Spain - 7iiis is a card aimed at the elderly poor, the elderly only
receiving a pension below the minimum wage and to the permanently handicapped. The
cardallows them to use local transportfree or with important reductions. It exists in many
municipalities, but implementation depends very much on the local budgets.
~` Ireland - 77ze calculation of rentfor public sector tenants depends on the means of the
tenant and is determined by each local authority.
These short examples make visible some of the variety in such purely local schemes. To our
regret we cannot draw any conclusions on the importance of these schemes. What is clear,
however, is that they do provide important financial support to households living on low
incomes, for daily as well as special expenses.

II.4 Summary, conclusions and suggestions for further research
In the second part of this paper on local income assistance policies, we described the role of
local government in the provision of financial support to low income households in eleven
different European countries. This part of the paper has been an attempt towards a better
understanding of what happens at the local government-level in an international context. We
have tried to escape the limits of bird's-eye views of national policies on financial support to
low income households and succeeded in grasping some of the variety in different European
countries. Our general conclusion from this exercise is that the role of local government cannot
be neglected, neither in providing minimum income protection, nor in providing additional
income assistance.
From the comparison of the eleven countries on three dimensions of the organization of
minimum income protection (offering a minimum income, financing, administration) we
concluded that, whereas in some countries the central government is the most important actor
in minimum income protection, in Norway and Italy local government plays a dominant role.
In Austria and Spain regional government is extremely important.
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In the organization of additional income assistance, local government plays a role in nearly all
the countries analyzed in this paper. Especially reduction on local service charges and special
assistance schemes are widespread forms of local income assistance policies.
At the beginning of this part, we suggested that additional local income assistance policies could
be an element of financial support closely related to the role of local government in a country's
system of minimum income protection. Given the Dutch situation, we expected beforehand that
also in other countries with a centralized system of minimum income protection, where cutbacks
have dominated social security policies, local governments may feel the need to take responsibility in providing financial support to citizens. We also expected disagreement between centralregional-local government to be an important stimulating element of local initiatives. As we can
conclude from the description of the minimum income protection system and local income
assistance policies in the eleven European countries, most countries are not as centralized in
their system of minimum protection as the Netherlands, and only in Great-Britain do conflicts
between different government-levels arise. We also found that independent of the type of minimum income protection scheme or conflict, local governments in every one of the eleven countries have some sort of local income assistance policy. It appears that local government, no
matter the surrounding organizational context of minimum income protection, always feels
responsibility for their citizens' needs98.
For future research the initial questions do not have to be: Does local government play a role
in providing additional financial support? Do European municipalities take their own initiatives
in providing additional financial support to their citizens? The answers to these questions are
affirmative. For future research this paper's conclusions provide a useful starting point, as they
draw our attention to the, in international comparisons less visible, but nevertheless existing
role, of local government. We do, however, need more detailed descriptions of local
governments' policies, as we have provided in this paper for the Dutch case. Other keyquestions to be dealt with in the near future concern the value and the relative importance of
the role of local government in providing financial support to low income households. The
importance of local government in this respect could be measured, for example, in terms of
household income and in terms of total national expenditure on financial support. Measuring
efficiency and effectiveness of local income assistance policies should inform us on the relative
value of the role of local governments in combatting poverty.

98

In thia reapect local govenvnents are far ahead of a European safety net of social protection, with all its
complezities. See for thoughts on a European safety net: Atkinson (1992).
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